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A New Kind of Judaism

EDITORIAL

THE BEDROOM IS PRIVATE
gathering, the Prime Minister
IN A
recently
SPEECH
lamented
TOwhat
A JEWISH
he.saw to
be constant waves of attack on the rnajor institutions of British society. He
warned against undermining the pillars
on which British society rests.
Mr. Major had public attitudes to

government, parliament and the monarchy as the focus of his concern.
Right now the public does not hold
government and parliament in high esteem. The standing of the monarchy
has never been lower. Mr. Major is
right to be disturbed by this. Government and parliament are in grave
danger if they do not command respect. But whilst Judaism suggests that
the public authority should be given
respect, it also argues that public figures must earn the respect that they

being simply directors of UK Trading
Ltd., what standards should we ask of
them?
Here Jewish tradition has something
helpful to contribute to a much needed

administer the coup de grace. Judaism
offers a further insight. Within the Jew-

public debate. classical Rabbinic
literature identifies a number of leadership qualities and these are scattered
throughout halakhic and aggadic literature. But the standing of public
figures was given a precise definition
in medieval times when the status of
communal leadership was equated with
that of a law court. A fifteenth century
Viennese scholar, Israel lsserlein, held
that a person unfit to be appointed a
dayyan, ajudge, would also be unfit to
sit in supervision over public affairs.
In other words, it may be helpful to
see the standards required of public

process. A process of owning up to
wrongdoing, of. confession and regret,
of a period of making restitution -and
then of forgiveness. It ought to be possible to construct a similar process
whereby public figures can admit to
and repent of wrong doing and then be
able, in due course, to return to public

figures -government ministers, mem-

need.

bers of parliament, civil servants and

Here the issue of standards in public
life is critical. We seem confused about
our expectations of public figures,
whether to be shocked when they de-

perhaps even, though this may be asking too much, soccer managers and
coaches - as the same standards we
expect of judges. This would imply an
unswerving commitment to observe
the law and an obligation to resign
from public of`fice if the law is broken.

part from accepted standards of
behaviour or whether to be merely
cynical, and, above all, what the standards should be.
The latter point is key. There is little

clarity about the standards expected of
those engaged in public life. This is
hardly surprising since, some years

ago, we entered an era in which government was seen as being akin to the
board of a public company and economic interests became the dominant
focus of political life. The mark of a
successful government has become its
ability to engender the so-called `feel

good factor' which is synonymous
with feeling economically secure and
prosperous.
We have ignored, to our great harm,
the assertion of the Christian socialist,
R.H. Tawney, who wrote more than
seventy years ago that our obsession
with economic issues would eventually appear as ill-focused as the
seventeenth century obsession with

It implies an impartiality that would
certainly preclude holding paid office
in a lobbying firm. It requires an absolute avoidance of anything that could
remotely be constructed as taking
bribes, however salubrious the hotel
room. And it conveys a requirement of
unimpeachable integrity.
This country urgently needs a public

debate on the standards expected of
those in public life. The resulting

standards must be spelled out and publicised. Everyone will then know
where they stand. It is hoped that the
public will demand standards more appropriate to the government minister
or public of`ficial as judge rather than
the minister or public official as entre-

preneur and maximiser of profits.
There are a number of corollaries.
The evidence of recent years suggests
that a minister or public of`ficial who is

sectarian religious issues. `Society' he

caught breaking the accepted standards

wrote, `must regard economic interests
as one element in life, not the whole of

of public life, i.e. with his Chelsea

I i fc ' .

If we could restore a more balanced
view of the role of government and
parliament, if we could scc our leaders
as having a broader responsibility than
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shorts down, is banished forever, if not
to outer darkness at least from government. Perhaps the finality of the
sentence is one reason why people
consistently cling to office in an undignified fashion until the press finally

ish concept of /es4ctvczfe - literally
`turning' and most usually `repent-

ance' - lies a carefully worked out

life'

Finally, it may not have escaped notice that within the standards required
of public officials listed here -observance of the law, impartiality, no taking
of bribes, integrity -their behaviour in
the bedroom was not mentioned. Society needs to make up its mind as to
whether sexual fidelity and sexual pro-

priety are absolute requirements of the
holders of public office. Whilst Judaism has always laid great store by
fidelity, it has also recognised both the
variety of sexual tastes and the peculiar vulnerability of leaders in this

particular area.

When it comes to sabbath observance and tort, Judaism draws a
distinction between the public and the
private domain. Today's society needs
to draw the line between the public and
the private. It must decide on which
side of the line sexual peccadilloes and
other aspects of personal behaviour
outside of work fall. As things stand,
for our press absolutely everything salacious falls within the public domain
and any titillating aspect of the behaviour of public officials can be justified
as front page news. This is hardly conducive to recruiting the most able and
balanced women and men to public life.
John Major is right to lament the
widespread disillusion with public in-

stitutions and public figures. Of late,

neither government nor monarchy has
done much to earn respect and dispel
the disillusion. We have to agree as a
society on public standards and Judaism has much to contribute to the
debate. Once those standards are accepted and articulated we might begin
to find public figures prepared to abide
by them. The whole nation, of which
we are an integral part, would be lifted

by thatl

GO FOR GROWTH
TnHfeEw:p::D#:fcN::kely\Scsere%eia
full-page article under the banner
headline "Oxford's Irresistible Rabbi".
This was followed by the gloss "He's
27. He drinks Smirnoff. He's written
the `Jewish Guide to Adultery'. He's
"unstoppable". I realised immediately

that the article wasn't about me,
because I was not at Oxford. But I read
on and with mounting incredulity.
The rabbi concerned is one Shmuel
Boteach, known to all as `Shmuley',
who was sent by Lubavitch from
Florida to Oxford in 1988 to cater to
the spiritual needs of the Jewish
students at this country's second best
university.
Boteach promptly founded a
students' society which he called
i 'Cfeaj.". It now has 1600 undergraduate members, some of whom are not
Jewish. According to 7lfee /#depende#f, last year "he invited Mikhail
Gorbachev to address the group. Gorby
said he was happy to speak to the society provided they stumped up the
return flight to Moscow. Oh, and he
would have an entourage of ten with
him who required a similar deal. No

problem, said Rabbi Boteach. And he
supplied the former President and his
crew with a private jet."
Gorbachev is just one in a long line
of visitors whom Boteach has managed to persuade to speak to the
L'Chaim Society, so many and so distinguished that they almost upstage the
Oxford Union itself. Boteach-invited
luminaries have included Robert
Maxwell, presumably before he died now that would have added a neat
twist to "We want Moshiach now" Bob Hawke, John Voigt and Yitzhak
Shamir.
Boteach is about to move his whole
operation into a huge new city-centre

Tony Bayfield
headquarters, with a hall big enough to
stage the largest of his meetings. He
has now made it big in 7lfee /ew!.sfe
Cfero#z.c/e as well, for having been disowned by Lubavitch in this country
after inviting, as his latest guest
speaker, that most wicked of politicians, Israel Prime Minister Yitzhak
Rabin.
Jealous? Of course I am. Jealous,
frustrated, puzzled and determined to
do something about it. According to
7lfee /#depe#de#/, Rabbi Boteach is
ego-driven and proud of it. He is using
a PR consultant, better known for his
work with Gary Glitter and Gerry
Cottle's Circus, to promote his new
book and rejoices in the fact that he has
a half-smoked Havana and a CD of
MeatloELf.s "Bat out Of Hell" on his
desk. Well, no public relations consultant in the world could make

"Dialogue with a Difference" or "Si-

nai, Low and Responsible Autonomy" ,
my own modest attempts at literary
greatness, best-sellers. I share Bill
Clinton's feelings about Havana,

though I do know who Meatloaf is.
But this is not a personal matter and it
is not Rabbi Boteach's personal publicity that gives me such qualms.
What bothers me is this. The British

progressive movements do not own a
single building in Oxford, let alone a
huge city-centre site with a hall big
enough for major public lectures. We
do not have a mailing list of 1600
students nationwide, let alone a
membership of 1600 students in one
university alone, each paying fl5 a

year for the privilege. We could not lay
our hands on a private jet to fly Lionel
Blue to the BBC, let alone Mikhai]
Gorbachev to Oxford. And I got no

further than a polite `no' from the Ambassador's secretary when I invited
Yitzhak Rabin to spare us half an hour.
I am not primarily concerned about
razzamatazz, although I have a feeling
that, in these media-dominated days,
we ignore razzamatazz - or profile - at
our peril. But it is about growth. I am
fed up with the size of the Progressive
Jewish community in this country and
in the rest of Europe. I am fed up with
the relative sparsity of our institutions,
with their relative weakness and with
our minority status. I am incensed by
our inability to run any kind of meaningful show in Oxford, where we do
not have one single rabbi.
What we need is growth.
For me there is only one overriding
aim for the year 2000 and onwards.
That is growth. And when I say growth,
I mean primarily growth in the number
of our members, growth in the number
of our congregations, growth in the
number of our professionals and
growth in our resources. If I had more
space I would write about qualitative

growth - more effective synagogues,
with a more profound religious and
educational life, enriching more deeply
the lives of our members. Given the
limits of space, that commitment will
have to be taken as read. We need
qualitative growth but we #eed qwcr#zj.-

tative growth as well.
And we need it for three reasons.
The first is the `grob' , naked, almost
ugly reason - r[unbers and power go
hand-in-hand. Our cof\ea.gues in Eretz
yi.srac/ do not need this to be spelled
out. They know that, if 10% of the
adult population of the State of Israel
were committed Progressive Jews,
their power to build institutions,
develop imaginative programmes,
influence social values and social
change, enrich individual lives would
be enhanced immeasurably. The equa-
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tion is no different for us. We in Britain have already had some glimpse of
what it could mean as a result of the

growth that the Reform Movement has
experienced over the last fifteen years
and the profile given to our Movement
by the Sternberg Centre. That growth
and that profile-development have won
us a more significant place in the corri-

dors of power of Anglo-Jewry and
demand that our views be taken into
account and that some semblance of
fairness be given whenever there is a
cake to be divided up. But if the truth
be told, the RSGB and the ULPS between them have fewer than 40,000
adult members. We are still a minority,
we are treated as a minority. We have a
minority's say in communal policy, a
minority's say in decision-making.
And we get a minority's share of the
community's resources. As far as the
non-Jewish community is concerned,
the Chief Rabbi speaks on behalf of all
Jews and it is primarily through his
dicta that Jewish views and values enter
the public debate. I have had more than

my fair share of being part of a lonely,
principled minority. I want to be part
of a popular principled majority.

and that the fossils which suggest that
it is older were planted by the Holy
One, Blessed be He, for some inscrutable reason. Lubavitch, in common with
all strands of Orthodox Judaism, believes unequivocally in the inerrancy
of scripture or in rorofe as `unmediated
reality', despite the fact that that very
rorczfe endorses slavery, places in the
mouth of God the call to wipe out the
inhabitants of canaan and declares that
stubborn and rebellious sons should be
taken outside the city walls and stoned
to death. Rabbi Boteach is, presumably, hardly egalitarian when it comes
to matters between men and women
and, it has to be said, some of his colleagues on the religious far right in
Israel react to tragedy and disaster with
a theology that demands that the bereaved check their mezi/zof for defects
and blemishes. And yet Lubavitch has
1600 undergraduate members in its
Oxford L'Chaim Society, the wherewithal to fly in half of the former
leadership of the Soviet Union and the
pull to bring Prime Minister Rabin to
the UK. I want some ofthat! But more:
It's about time that the progressive
movements of Britain and Europe set

The second reason is acceptable,
eve# e/egr#/. I believe in Progressive
Judaism. Not as the `only' truth, not as
`the best'. But certainly as the glimpse

about achieving a rate of growth which
will, within the foreseeable future,
bring into formal membership all those

of truth best suited to sustaining the
Jewish lives of the majority of Jews in
today's world. I believe in what we
have and I believe that it has a great

gressive and need Progressive Judaism.
I have four additional points. Three
are about the `product' and one is about

who `believe' Progressive, `do' Pro-

`technique'.

deal to offer to a great number of peo-

The first point is about what we

plc. The last thing that I would want to
do is to missionise amongst committed
Orthodox Jews - Judaism needs a vari-

be/z.eve. It is remarkable how few satisfactory books or pamphlets there are
which detail in a simple and accessible
manner what Progressive Judaism
stands for. But we certainly need to
marshal what exists and we certainly
need to produce more material which
makes our ideological position crystal
clear. There are dangers. One of the

ety of approaches and Orthodoxy
represents a valuable and respected approach. But there are large numbers of
Jews both in Britain and on the Continent who are not fulfilled by their
present Jewish affiliation, or lack of it,
and for whom Progressive Judaism offers the best route to a rounded Jewish
life.

And my third reason is that i a,in
staggered at the religious packages that
people will buy wholesale, or at least
respect, if they are marketed with the
flair and conviction of a Rabbi Shmuel
Boteach. Boteach is a Lubavitch. Remember that, as a Lubavitch, he is a
disciple of Shneur Zalman of Lyady,
whose great book `rcz#j/a' argues passionately for the superiority of the
Jewish soul. The late Lubavitch Rebbe,
while not exactly discouraging suggestions that he was the Messiah, taught
with great conviction that the world
was, indeed, created 5,755 years ago
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strengths of our form of Judaism is that
it does not pretend to more certainty
than we actually feel. It admits of doubt
and the limitations of knowledge. It is
better with questions than answers. It
tries desperately to avoid the trap of
confusing its own propaganda with our
deepest intuitions and feelings. It
encompasses many variants and a multiplicity of shades of belief. That

perhaps explains why we have produced so little literature. But we do
need a clear message.
Even I would not be such a fool as to
try to articulate that message in the
space of a short article. But I would say
that our ideology has to be clear and
unequivocal in its theism, whilst being

almost infinitely open to the doubts
and uncertainties of what I suspect to

be the overwhelming majority of our
members, even of our activists.
It will need to recognise that the intellectua] battle is likely to be fought
around concepts of duty and individual
rights, since the influence of the

Communitarian Movement on American and British politics is likely to be

felt in many areas of life over the next
decade.
I quote a quite staggering passage
from Rabbi Dr. Jonathan Sack's most
recent book. Talking about the unex-

pected revival of Orthodoxy and its
values in the post-Holocaust period,
Sacks writes: "...even Jewish groups

far removed from Othodoxy are embracing its sociological insights and

turning towards particu[arism, community, tradition and authority and
away from universa]ism, social action, liberalism and autonomy." We
have the double task of affirming that
we do believe in those despised and
rejected values of universa]ism, social
action, liberalism and autonomy and
are proud of it. But that, in fact, future
Jewish life, at least in the eyes of Progressive Judaism, cannot be founded
on the basis of afflrming one quartet of

principles and rejecting the other, but
must be founded on a balance between
the two sets. Progressive Judaism is
about finding an appropriate balance
between particularism and universalism, between the needs of our own
community and social action outside
it, between the demands of tradition
and a liberal openness to the new, between the authority of the collective
and the autonomy of the individual.
We are not a Judaism which believes
that everybody is free to choose whatever he or she likes but we are a
Judaism which understands that responsible, adult autonomy is about
balancing personal needs and predilections with the demands of community
and tradition.
Our statement of ideology is therefore about God, about a search for the
spiritual, about a balance of rights and
duties, about an unflinching moral
commitment and concern for social
justice, about a partnership between
Diaspora and Israel, about a profound
and far-reaching egalitarianism, and
about conviction and tolerance.
And we need to be sure that our
ideology - of God, of spirituality, of
balancing rights and duties, of moral
integrity, of egalitarianism, of compassion and tolerance -is actually reflected
in our synagogues, in our services, in
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the education which we provide and in
the way in which we conduct our syna-

wing of Judaism ought to be out there
much more than we are, supporting

gogue affairs. For if` there were a
difference between the ideology we

people on theirjourney and being there
for the casualties. We made a start by
ending the scandal of c[gw#of, the
women without husbands who cannot
remarry. We continued by declining to
recognise the ludicrously unjust status
of marmzerw/, the biblical equivalent of
illegitimacy. But there is much, much
more to do.
The potential for a major outreach
campaign to a whole range of Jewish
individuals and groups is enormous.
Outreach to teenagers for whom Bar
Mitzvah was a sfe#/-leaving certificate,
outreach to young men and women at
university, outreach to couples building their first homes together, outreach
to those seeking partners and to those
who find that the community offers
little to singles, outreach to families
taking the first steps in bringing up
Jewish children, outreach to single parents, to sexual minorities, to the
out-married, to the unemployed, to es-

proclaim in words and the ideology
our institutions convey, we would be
lost even before we started on the quest

for growth.
My second point has to do with social positionlng, with our place in
socj.e/)/. One of the hallmarks of the
modern age is that there are a number
of different ways in which a Jew can
live his or her life. We can fulfil our
Jewish identity by choosing to live in
Israel, in a Jewish state, in a Jewish
environment. Whilst that remains an
option for a]l of us, the plain fact is that
most Progressive Jews have not chosen that option. There is a second
choice which is reflected in the life-

style of a growing number of orthodox
Jews in Britain and symbolised by the
recent decision to create an er!/v round
a large area of north-west London. That
decision involves living one's life,
though still in Diaspora, in an almost
exclusively Jewish environment and is
leading a significant number of parents, according to a leading member of
the United Synagogue, to question
whether it is wise not just to send their
children to Rabbi Boteach's university
but to any university at all. There are
signs of a shift towards a greater de-

gree of separateness within certain
sections of the Orthodox community
in Britain and that represents a second
perfectly legitimate lifestyle option and
survival strategy. But it is not for us.
Almost by definition, we Progressive Jews have chosen to live wholly/
holy within society. What we have, as
yet, failed to recognise fully is that our
chosen mode of living, distinctiveness
without separateness identified by
Eugene Borowitz many years ago as
`creative maladjustment', is nothing

short of a tightrope.
It is a tightrope because the world in
which we live is largely unsympathetic
to religion and religious values. It is a
tightrope because the culture out there
constantly threatens to absorb and assimi]ate. And it is a tightrope for all the
demographic reasons which I do not
have to spell out and which clearly
include out-marriage. It is time to recognise the tightrope we are asking

people to walk, time to recognise the
amount of support that people need to
walk it successfully and time to recognise the full extent to which, without
necessarily either blame or guilt, peoplc will inevitably fall off. We, as the
flexible, liberal, compassionate, caring
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tranged and secular Jews .... the list is
almost endless.
To put it crudely: we have an im-

pressive ideology, the right `product'
for today's world. What we have to do
is bring more people into our syna-

gogues. What we have to do is to go
out from our synagogues and reach the

people for whom our form of Judaism
has so much to offer. We have to commit ourselves to outreach.

My third point is about style. In the
last issue of the American magazine,
Reform Judaism, there was a nofeworthy article by an American Reform
Rabbi called Daniel Hillel Freelander

about the style of American synagogue
architecture over the last 150 years.
American Jewry is now into what
Freelander terms `stage Ill buildings'.
These are characterised as buildings in
which the sanctuary is of a size to accommodate a S:feczbbczf rather than a

yon K!.pp#r congregation, in which the
leaders of` the service are positioned

very much within and at the heart of
the congregation and in which the seating is flexible and informal. Reading
this section of the article, I picked out
three words: intimacy, participation
and accessibility.

It occurred to me that these three
words characterise the style not just of
service but of community for which
we are striving. /#fj.mcr/e in that the
building and the sanctuary convey a
sense of intimacy with God and
facilitate social intimacy among the
worshipping community. Intimacy,
friendship, caring, support -that sense

of community which has been so under
attack in wider society in recent decades and which people, nevertheless,
crave. Pczrf!.cz.paJorj/ in the sense of a
service and a form of Judaism which
are far removed from remote officiants,
high on a stage, but which embody a
sense of democracy and a sense of
shared ownership and responsibility.
.4ccessz'bj./z./); as the opposite of an ob-

scure and esoteric code open only to a
few learned scholars. We need a
Judaism and a Jewish community to
which all the members, whatever their
strengths and weaknesses, talents and
flaws, feel they have access, to which
they feel they can contribute and from
which they know they can take. Those
three words seem to me to convey the
style we ought to be protecting and
which, once again, needs to relate to
the reality of our individual communities - intimate, participatory and
accessible.

Pointf;our is about corrveying, about
se//z.#g. When it comes to marketing
Judaism, when it comes to communieating it to other Jews, we are mere
infants. We could do a lot worse than
sit at the feet of our 27 year-old
Lubavitch rabbi in Oxford. I doubt it's
the Smimoff, I hope it's not "The Jewish Guide to Adultery". I would prefer
it to be Meatloaf to the half-smoked
Havana. Whatever it is, he knows more
about marketing than all of us put together. Yet, given the composition of
our membership, we really should not
need to go to Lubavitch for advice. But
we certainly need to go somewhere.
And if we are serious about growth,
serious about our mission to the Jewish
people, we need to do some learning and for once I don't mean learning
rorczfe in the traditional sense. I am the

professional head of a Jewish organisation with a budget of fl million per
annum that spends zilch on marketing.
Even though yon KJ.pf?.£/r is nine
months away, the time for aton.ement
and change has already arrived.
• Next time I open 7lrfee /#depe#de#f I

don't want to read about yet another
triumph for Lubavitch. I want to read
about the incredible successes of Progressive Judaism in Britain and on the
Continent. We've got the product and
the people need it. I believe passionate]y in God's spirit but a bit of might
would come in handy. Let's go for

growth.
RABBI TONY BAYFIELD

I.s /Ac CA/.€/E.r-

ecu[ive Of the Re.form Movement in B}.ilain and
Editor Of MANNA. This al.ticle is based on a

keynote address given to the Eul.opean Region
o|. the World Union `/.or PI.ogressive Judaism.
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` FREE VOUCHERS

TO VISIT ISRAEL'
Colin Shindler

is not synonymous with Judaic conti-

Palestinian rabbi of the third
RABBI
YOCHANAN,
A
century,
described
the

qualifications for members of the
Sanhedrin:
They should be `men Of s[alure,
wisdom, good appearance, mature
age and they must be conversant
wit h all the seventy languages Of
mankind as well as some Of the arts
o/ /Ae so/~ce/.er'.
[Sanhedrin 17a,
Talmud Bavli].

Another translation from the Hebrew rendered `necromancer' instead
of the wider `sorcerer' while Rashi defined the profession as one who
seduces or perverts by means of witchcraft.
If a Sanhedrin of Diaspora leaders,
based on such specifications were to
be constituted today, would it inspire

nuity.

At the end of June 1994, a conference on Israel-Diaspora relations took
place in Jerusalem. Entitled `Dialogue

with the President', Ezer Weizmann's
invitation to representatives set the
agenda as `the future of the young generation, Jewish continuity,

cz/fyczfe

to

Israel, ways and means to strengthen
our mutual relations'. It stated that `Is-

rael's contribution to world Jewry and
world Jewry's involvement in Israel
will be reassessed'. All suitably safe
and vague.
Yet it was a vast improvement on
Yitzhak Shamir's `Prime Minister's
Conference of Solidarity with Israel'
at the beginning of 1989. That ill-fated

to cement Jewish continuity.
The first would be a democratisation
of the communal structure, leading to
an inclusiveness which would embrace
all those outside the formal organisational framework. Secondly, the
recognition that there is a plurality of

gathering was artfully mistitled since it
was essentially `a Conference of Solidarity with the Israel Government'.
American Jewry's lack of protest at the
onset of the US-PLO dialogue unnerved the Israeli Foreign Ministry and
something had to be done to shore up
Diaspora support for Shamir's visit to
the White House to present his plan for
elections in the Territories to a sceptical President George Bush. Prominent
critics who opposed the policies of the
National Unity Government were not
invited and many others such as Sir
Isaiah Berlin refused to attend.
This time there was a sense of openness that had not previously prevailed.
This showed through the intellectual
strength of the American delegation Arthur Hertzberg, Leonard Fein, Ruth
Wisse, Norman Lamm, Michael
Walzer and many others. It also contrasted with delegations from other

paths to Jewishness. Jewish continuity

parts of the Diaspora which included

young people to Jewish commitment
and continuity? Even if they were proficient practitioners of necromancy, the
answer is unlikely to be in the affirmative.

How can we ensure that young Jews
find meaning in their Jewishness and
encourage drop-outs to drop in? In the
past, waves of anti-Semitism and a perfect faith helped to keep the Jews
intact. Today, such forces play a lesser
role. Educational and outreach pro-

grammes play their part, but two
essential factors would enhance efforts

few of their opinion makers, and preferred to fall back on the trusted
traditional leadership.
The `Dialogue with the President'
was timely. It took place at a time when
Anglo-Jewry is looking inward,

searching
for the
meaning
of
Jewishness in an uncertain age, forging Jewish continuity out of the
wreckage of Jewish discontinuity.
Since the establishment of the State of
Israel, many Jews have identified only
with the state as their point of Judaic
reference. For some, that identification
was so deep that any criticism of Israel
Government policy was taken as selfcriticism. They reacted accordingly.
Identity merging with the state has
gradually come to be seen as no longer
an option especially for younger people who were never involved in the
early trials of the Zionist experiment.
This does not mean that Jews are
lessening their identification with Israel. Research by the American Jewish
Committee shows that throughout the
divisive eighties, US Jews, whether
hawks or doves, did not lessen their
support for Israel per se. It does mean
that Jews are looking at other aspects
of Jewish civilisation as a vehicle to
define themselves. Some perceive Jewish continuity as Judaic continuity and
have turned towards a religious lifestyle. Jewish women seek protection
for their children from the tabloid society that colours Britain today and have
found that before they teach their own
children Judaism, they have to find it
for themselves.
Professor Alan Dershowitz commented at the Conference that `we are
going to see a redefinition of both Juda-
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ism and Zionism over the next decade.
This is the first time in modern Jewish
history that it is conceivable that we
might see an end to our persecution,
that we might see a time of real suecess, and with success come these real
challenges'.
This cfezt/zpczc7j.k assertion from the

author of `Chutzpah' that a time could
arise where there would be no antiSemitism will be ridiculed by some certainly in Europe -and almost feared
by others in that the removal of the
scourge of racism will also remove a
profound pillar of Jewish identification.
Yet
Dershowitz's
basic
assumption that the House of Jacob,
whether in Israel or the Diaspora, is
entering a period of relative normality
seems to be accurate. The political
causes, which involve huge numbers
of people and have re-shaped Jewish
consciousness, seem to have been resolved. Half a million Soviet Jews have
migrated to Israel, leaving few
re/1/se#z.ds behind. The megaphone war
between Arab and Jew seems to have
been quenched.

rcz'czmzf/crfe,

propa-

ganda, has been replaced by fecrsbcrrczA,
explanation.

plea.se some apparatchiks .
Despite the accusations of `harebrained schemes', the youthful Bei]in's

proposals were a breath of fresh air at a
conference where the same jaded
themes were paraded, albeit with a new
coat of paint. For example, Beilin sug-

gested the conversion of Israel Bonds
into a world-wide mutual fund for entrepreneurial investment in Israel's
economy. But one of Beilin's most interesting ideas would undoubtedly
assist in the search for Jewish continuity - the only problem is that it
fundamentally challenges the very

power structure of Anglo-Jewry.
"I propose an effort to count every
Jew. I mean quite literally that we conduct a census of Jews in the Diaspora,
similar to the census we conducted in
Israel...I propose that the census be utilised as a way of ensuring that the basic
social and cultural needs of Jews can
be met by the Jewish community and
that every individual be offered some
way of satisfying some Jewish needs
or desires in or through lsrael'.
The resulting mass membership
would then democratically elect an assembly, Be/ y/.srcze/, which would sit in
Jerusalem. Problems of logistics apart,
this is not an original idea. The former
Revisionist, Meir Grossman, proposed

This was also the theme that Yossi
Beilin, the Deputy Foreign Minister,
raised in his much-talked about address. He proposed to fill the vacuum
with the establishment of Bez y;.srcze/,
House of Israel, as the main institutional link between Israel and the
Diaspora. He proposed the enrolment
of a million members by 1997, democratic elections for its representatives
and its headquarters to be located in
Jerusalem. Beilin expounded four central goals. First, it would serve as the
main channel of dialogue between Israel and the Diaspora on all matters
concerning the Jewish world. Secondly, it would make Jewish and
Zionist education its primary responsibility. Thirdly, it would support a//.};a

has raised the old question: Does the
State of Israel belong to its citizens or
to the entire Jewish people? BenGurion believed in the classical Zionist
approach that the Diaspora would sim-

from all communities and fmally, offer
`free, non-transferable and non-

came the acceptable face of the

postponable vouchers' to all seventeen
year-old Jews to spend a month in Israel
on
specially
designed

programmes.
Beilin's proposals were too revolutionary for some, including Prime
Minister Rabin, who asked where the

money would come from for the
vouchers. Beilin estimated that if
50,000 young Jews came each year, it
would cost $ 150-200 million -less than
a quarter of the annual United Jewish
Appeal (UJA) collection in the U.S.A.
He also suggested the abolition of the
Jewish Agency, which clearly did not
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the setting up of a second chamber to
the Knesset in 1949 where Diaspora
Jewry would effectively dissect the affairs of the Jewish people. Bei]in's idea

ply wither away. He tolerated a
politically emaciated World Zionist
Organisation as a source of funds for
immigration and absorption, but not of
democratic participation in the affairs
of Israel and the Jewish people.
Unelected sfe/crd/cz#z.in, court Jews, be-

Diaspora. In Europe at least, this
marginalised the Jewish intelligentsia

who, by definition, asked questions
and it froze out the alienated and the
assimilated who had no pathway to
their Jewishness.
What Beilin proposes is a return to
Zionist democracy through a re-building of the moribund Israel-Diaspora
relationship. By emphasising the centrality of the Jewish people in an
assembly in Jerusalem, he constitutes
an instrument of direct contact elected
by all Jews. This would also apply to
those mu]titudes - certainly tens of
thousands of British jews - who have

`dropped out'. As Beilin comments "I

see this census as a way of making the
disaffected and the unaffiliated count
in the planning of the organised Jewish
world and I propose that contact with
Israel be the option of the first resort as
a way of reaching out to them. Let the
federations and the communities find
ways of connecting every Jew to the
centre of the Jewish world, so that it
will continue to be a focus for generations to come".
Therein lies the problem. Apart from
the unanswered question of what sort
of decision-making powers Bef yz.srcre/
would have, it is difficult to see the
leadership of Anglo-Jewry wishing to
constitute a body that would be elected
and thereby representative of a broad
consensus. To take up Bei]in's idea

would be to embrace a movement away
from the prevailing truth that AngloJewry is, in reality, a limited company

which must be managed efficiently to
provide services to the consumers. The
Board of Management determines the
direction after consultations, but there
is no annual shareholders' meeting to
discuss progress or indeed accountability. Only the Board of Deputies
attempts to be responsive and bothers
to cany out elections every three years
- although these are based on syna-

gogues and organisations rather than
by individual Jews. Yet even this limited form of representation is played
down and under threat.
Bez yisrae/ would overcome this
structural hurdle and fulfil the democratic aspirations of the wide spectrum
of British Jews. People would be
elected on their ability to represent a
constituency of opinion. However, this
still does not answer the question of
how to involve the estranged and the
disinterested in the affairs of Bc/
Yisrael.

One pathway on which the Chief
Rabbi has written at length in his series
of pamphlets on Jewish continuity is a
return to Jewish tradition as a means of
transmitting Jewishness and Judaism.
But are there other directions to
Jewishness and indeed Jewish grandchildren?
The question of continuity is more
than a question of numbers and identification. It is also connected to quality,
depth and inspiration. In a recent address
to
the
American
Jewish
Congress, Princeton's Michael Walzer
developed the idea of a Jewish]y literate secular intelligentsia. Wa]zer
argues for `a critical engagement with
Judaism as a religious/inte]]ectua]/po-

Continued on next page

litical culture'. Intellectuals should not

`separate themselves from the commu-

nity'.
Describing
himself
as
`religiously tone deaf', he makes it

clear that he is not arguing to swell the
ranks of the bcz 'cz/e/. Jesfeifi;a, those who

go back to strict orthodoxy, but for a
refashioning of Jewish culture, an intellectual `spreading out` from debate
and activity. He points to the richness

of the works of Ahad Ha'am and
Bialik, whose output is studded with
references to the Bible, the Talmud and
the Midrashim. Walzer seems to sug-

gest that part of our problem is that too
many Jews today are `czme!. fecz 'are/z',

ignorant and without knowledge, and
should be
`ap!.kfeores;.m', Jewishly
knowledgable but devoutly non-reli-

gious without an ideological sense of
oppositionism. It is the knowledge and
familiarity with the texts and the
sources that are all-important in order
to establish a viable culture of
Jewishness which can be transmitted
to offspring.
Walzer also argues for a thorough
study of Jewish politics in the exilic
settings of the past to help us deal with
the confusion of the present. How did
the Jewish polity operate in medieval
France or nineteenth century Poland?
How did they collect money or deal
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with host Governments? What were
their internal disputes?
"We know ourselves best in historicat perspective, but most of us have
lost this specifically Jewish, political

perspective. We are far better informed
about the Greek assembly or the English parliament than we are about the
Government of the A:czfea/''. Walzer's

politics of Jewish renewal dovetail
with Yossi Beilin.s

Bef yz.s/-cze/ as a

point of attachment to the Jewish State.
In Britain the response to President
Weizmann's Dialogue has been muted,
to say the least. It got secondary coverage and minimal comment in the
Jewish press. It seems the ideas of peoplc such as Beilin and Walzer will truly

be the province of the necromancers
while the running of Anglo-Jewry Ltd
will reach new heights of efficiency.
The profound questions of `will we
have Jewish grandchildren?' and
equally as important `what sort of Jews
will they be?' remain on the communal
agenda. Only innovative thinking will

change our current predicament .
COLIN SHINDLER, cr cAemJ.s/r~v /ec/wrer,
was, until recently, Editor o.|`The Jewish Quarterly. A#/Ao;. a/. Ploughshares into Swords? A/.s
Hex/ book, Israel's Iron Wall: the Likud Years

under Begin and Shamlr will be published b,v
I.8. Tauris [a[er this year.
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WE HEAR AND
DON'T LISTEN
Clive Lawton

ever it comes, I am hugely relieved
that my mother was a Sephardi.
Meanwhile, there is, conversely, a
considerable amount of interaction at a
professional level, because an intelli-

gent professional worker knows that
meeting someone does not compromise your integrity and recognising
people does not imply approval or acceptance of everything they do or
think.

Si{ntdo°¥e9n:dL|:;°:rh::a§:::aKt,::k::
grimy city in which the worst ravages
of Thatcherite principles appear
everywhere. No one trusts the health
service, hardly any Jews trust the state
education system and what time you
do not spend in arranging to meet
people you spend in getting there.
Oh my Liverpool. What a beautiful
city it is. In a town like Liverpool you
felt you belonged -to a community, to
a city, to a culture, to a destiny that was
all too often despairing or misunderstood but, nevertheless, you did feel

animation in the eyes of the majority
community in London. Most people
doubted that Jews still existed there at
all. They regard anywhere beyond the
Tory kingdom as one of those science
fiction liquid helium cylinders into

which people go until they are released
and allowed to re-enter the living
world.
But let us not look back. I have been

kissed by the prince of Anglo-Jewry
and come back to life.

back in.

The funny thing is that Jews think
they are different from everybody else.
Many people ask me how it feels to get

you belonged.
London is beautiful, too. But who

gets to see it? You cannot stroll around
the city centre as the prize of a ten
minute bus ride, nor can you get from
the city centre to the waterfront in a
three minute walk, and you cannot get
back to your suburban house in a five
minute drive.
In Liverpool they have a block of
real estate on which you can educate

caught up in the subtle politics of British Jewry again after a quiet and
uneventful life working at the heart of
Liverpool City Council. Many are
moved and impressed by the recent
announcement that the Joint Israel Ap-

your child in a Jewish environment
from three to eighteen without step-

ping of`f the pavement. Furthermore, if
you also want your child to participate
in B'nai Akiva, Jewish Lads and Girls
Brigade, orjust the general youth club,
they still do not need to step off the

pavement. And while you are waiting
for them, you can pop into the kosher
restaurant, do some pottery or play
pool or sw/.in in the pool - unless you
want to take a dip in the mi.h/e4 or
c7czve# in sfe!// -and even then you still

haven't stepped of`f the pavement!
There is no place in Loiidon as safe
and as warm and as compact and supportive of Jewish life as in Liverpool.
A beautiful place to bring up Jewish
children and to remember what quality
of life is all about.
But I was drawn back to London by
the challenge of Jewish Continuity. So
much has changed in the ten years
since I left.

I always knew that going to Liver-

pool would be entering a kind of frozen
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While we play this game of fortifying our own camps, we do not notice or perhaps we do now, if Jewish Continuity has done its work - that there are
many, many Jews originating from or
being rebuffed by both Progressive and
Orthodox communities, who are drifting away while we squabble. We
distract ourselves with feeble victories
of winning this Jew from that strand to
the other strand or from this s4i// to the
other sfecf/ and by so doing persuade
ourselves that we are building up our
numbers. I do not believe that any community should count moving Jews
around as an achievement. It should
only set its sights on bringing Jews

And what do I find in London
Jewry? Certainly more polarisation
than when I left, with inquisition style
thought police on every Jewish corner.
Both amongst Progressive and Orthodox, the Ashkenazi hysteria of
labelling Jews according to what they
think rather than according to who they
are or what they do has become a favourite pasttime.
It was, I believe, the West London
Synagogue that first attempted to do
away with the distinction between
Ashkenazim and Sephardim and, instead, inserted an identity as British
Jews. Unfortunately they threw the
baby out with the bath water.
Sephardim don't have Progressives
and Orthodox with their myriad subsets, they just have Jews. As a firm
believer in taking the good from wher-

peal will be working with us to raise
the funds to do our important work and
ask me how it feels to be able to handle
a budget of £3 or £4 million. "Slightly
less challenging than operating my
£260 million budget in Liverpool local
Education Authority" is my reply.
Spending all my working life over the
last several years in Liverpool, Struggling
with
the
challenges
of
Liverpool's shrinking demography, its

growing welfare needs, the loss of its
young people, the need to increase
their educational base and the devastating damage of the parochial nature
of the diverse ethnic and religious communities, whose residual divisions are
no longer violent but are still restrict-

ing, I find it strange that Jews should
think that coming to work for Jewish
Continuity represents a significant
change.
If` we looked more at others instead
of so frequently looking at ourselves,
we would get our problems and challenges into perspective. We might
learn some interesting new approaches
Con{inLled on next page

and we might take ourselves slightly
less seriously. Not that I want us to be
flippant, but I would like us to be more
optimistic and less hysterical.
It is no surprise that, after the dreadful
traumas
and
monumental
challenges of the last one hundred

N3irengraham
CHARTERED ACCOUNTANTS

years, Jews are collectively slightly
off-balance emotionally and psychologically, but at least we should be wise
enough to develop the length of vision
to enable us to deal with some of our

problems. But, to be fair, why should I
ask it of the Jews when asking it of
Liverpudlians fell on deaf ears.
What really interests me is the striking inability of Jewish people to listen
and learn accurately. We pride ourselves on being a community that is
committed to education, that is literate
and that, at least for those involved, is
committed. Yet, I am repeatedly asked
by those who have seen our advertisements every month what life is like in
Woburn House, while our offices are
in Haverstock Hill. And I was invited
the other day to speak on the role of
women in society as I was seen as a
spokesperson for the Chief Rabbi 's review of women in the community.
This is the most revealing discovery
of all: Jews, like everybody else, make
up their minds what they think, decide
how they want to label people and then
leave them there regardless of all evidence to the contrary. In my book, that
is stereotyping or prejudice and I have
not yet come across a situation where it
helps anybody.
If only we listened more carefully to
what people said, to where people were
coming from and to who they are individually, we might be able to move
forward more constructively as a com-
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munity.

The same goes for our recent deal
with the JIA. Despite an explicit press

release and as accurate coverage as
possible in the Jewish press, people
insist on misunderstanding this, manning their own favourite barricades and
invariably identifying opportunities as
threats.
Perhaps a new year's resolution
would be finally to take up that great
Jewish imperative to be optimistic
rather than follow the normal human

trend of judging others and approving
ourselves, to do what Rabbi Israel
Salanter recommended - approve others and judge ourselves .
CLIVE A LAWTON tvcrs bor# /.# Lo/]do# J.#
1951. He was Headmaster o./. King David High

School, Liverpool. before becoming Deputy Director o.I. Liverpool City Local Education
Authority. He has I)een Ch[e`/` Executive o./.Jewish Continuity since 1994.
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God - The Class Act
Religious education f;or cl.ildren is hotly debated.
4S a small co_|triput.Ion to the discussion, MANNA has assembled tl.is symposium.
The writ_e_rs are tl.e Head of Religious Studies at a well-known state school in ;orih west London,
o.ne Of .her.pupils., the Peprty _Head Teacher of a Jewish primary school and two Of I.er pupils.
The enthusiasm sl.own by all four contributors is remarkable and, we hope, will p;ove i;fie;t.ious.

THE FUTURE

H:a:td`:annl3%EhT,:an:ef#:L::nF::;
Honi asked him. "Planting a tree", the
old man replied. "But, old man", said
Honi, "surely you must rea]ise that you
will not see its fruit in your lifetime?"
"I know that" said the old man, "but I

am planting the tree so that my
children, their children and future

generations can enjoy its fruit".
I see myself and my fellow teachers
of Religious Education very much like
that old man - planting a tree in the
hope that its fruit will be enjoyed in the
future.
Religious Education has been seen
for far too long as a Cinderella subject,
poorly resourced and badly staf.fed. To
relegate it to such a position in the
curriculum is to deny our pupils the
opportunity to be challenged and to
have an experience which is not found
anywhere else in the curriculum.
The title we now have for the subject - Religious Education, as opposed
to Religious Knowledge - speaks volumes. Religious Education is not a cold
examination of religious texts, or a detached study of rights and practices,
but rather a lively involvement in the
way people think and behave and the
reasons behind their thoughts and actions.

One of the greatest j.oys and challenges of teaching at a multi-faith
school like Henrietta Barnett is the

wealth of resources one finds in the
girls themselves -resources one should
use to enable them to make sense of
the great diversity of thought, beliefs

Delyth Clark
and ideologies in our modern society.
If religious educators do not acknowledge the wealth of material available
to them in their students, they fail to

give the subject worth and meaning to
those very individuals. Religious Education should be grounded in the
experience of the pupils themselves.
Each brings to the classroom different
thoughts, ideas and experiences. Some

of these would be described as being
explicitly religious, others implicitly
so. It is from these experiences that the
student can
begin to enter into the
world of religious belief. For example,

to present pupils with an array of sacred objects and to expect them to
appreciate their importance does not
help them to understand the full meaning of the sacred. It is far better to give
an opportunity to the students themselves to talk about objects which are
of meaning and value to them, be it a
teddy bear they were given as a child, a

photo of a much loved pet, or a cross
and chain they received at Confirmation. It is only when students appreciate

the sacred for themselves, that they can
begin to understand it for others.
It is also important for students too
to feel that they have something to contribute to lessons. Many of them have a
deep and in some cases, a profound
knowledge of their own religion which
should be encouraged and reinforced
in a sensitive and af`firming atmosphere, which also gives those who do

not hold clearly defined religious beliefs an opportunity to think about and
share their own thoughts.
Why
study
world
religions?
Whether we ]jke it or not, we live in a
mu]ti-faith society. It would not only
be isolationist but detrimental to our
students were we to avoid giving them
the opportunity to discover the rich diversity of faiths, practices and beliefs
held within our society. This is not
done in order to convert students to
one faith or another or to confuse them,
but rather to enable them to appreciate
what they themselves believe, by being able to compare their own beliefs
with those of others. For it is only
through trying to understand others
that we can come to a true understanding of ourselves.
Religious Education is an important
subject in the school curriculum. The
recent public debate about the form it
should take, highlights the fact that parents in general do care about their
children's Religious Education lessons
and on the whole believe that their offspring should know of the beliefs and
values held by those who live in their
community. If we do not attempt to
understand why people believe what
they do, we can never begin to understand the people themselves. Religious
education should be about life.
MRS DELYTH CLARK 8 ED. DASE /.s #cf7d
o./. Religioiis

School,
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THE PARALLELS

Miriam Bayfield

Aodur:aat:,o:necs:s::de::#v:en`:o::o:f
studying world religions during
teenage. Many people reach eleven or
twelve without knowledge of their own
religion. They need some guidance to
sort out their own beliefs, but they also
then need to find out about the other

people with whom they live and go to
school. Lots of people come from

primary schools affiliated to a
particular faith. For them it is
especially necessary to learn about the
religions of other people to enable
them to become more tolerant and
understanding.
Customs and traditions in one reli-

gion may seem strange to someone in
another unless they understand the
background to the religion. Ignorance
leads to anti-Semitism and racism.
Those, in turn, can lead to unhappy
relationships and, as we can see in
many countries, including Israel, to
war and unrest.
The GCSE course is both interesting
and informative. The group could
choose to explore three of the six main
world religions. For each faith we
study the history, place of worship, celebrations and festivals, the important
stages of life and the difficulties that
may be encountered as a religious minority. The study of ceremonies
concerned with the important life
events - birth, initiation, marriage and
death -provides a particularly interesting avenue to explore. It is a fact that in
almost all human societies there is a
religious ceremony for these life
events, so it is clear that such events
have a place of great significance. We
are getting a good knowledge of these
areas of life, not just by looking in text
books, but by talking to people, seeing
films and photographs.
As a class we made a visit to a Hare
Krishna temple where we were able to

class, to a Greek Orthodox Church, a
Free Church, a Hindu Temple and we
hope to go to a synagogue when we
begin to study Judaism.
As I have
always lived a Jewish life, I know
about praying as part of a congregation
and personal prayer, but seeing a whole
room of people sitting cm the floor of a
Temple immersed in meditation
opened my eyes to a whole new way of
worship.
A vital aspect of learning about other

see people living their religious lives. I

just one religion and you go in depth
into its sacred writings and into other
advanced and complicated aspects. I
intend to carry on with my religious
education in this way as I think it is
important, not just to know that people
do celebrate different festivals and
what religion means today, but how it
originated.
I have gained from the course a

learnt more about Hinduism from that
one trip than I ever could have learnt
from reading any number of text
books. It is not only important to know
why people pray but also how they

pray. Worship is often a neglected part
of the study of religion in the secondary school. That is why it was
important that we were taken, as a
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clearer insight into the variety of ways
in which ordinary people approach
their God and have some appreciation
of the value of such religious

experience .
MIRIAM BAYFIELD wc7s bor# J.# Jw#e /979.
She is in year 11 at Henrielta Barnett School.
London.

THE HOPE

religions lies in comparison. I love see-

ing parallels between Judaism and
other religions and knowing that when
I am performing one ritual, because of
my beliefs, a friend of mine will be

Linda Bayfield

practising her religion with a similar
ritual.

Pupils who take R.E. come away
from their study not just with knowledge of the ceremonies observed in the
religions they have studied, but with
insight into the significance of religion
itself. It also prompts questions about
meaning and purpose which are raised
by the major life events. I think that I
have developed an awareness of the
commitment people make as part of
their religious affiliation.

In the A-level course, you choose

Jewish day school in Finchley

might be
forgiven for thinking
ACHILD
ATTENDING
A
that the whole world is Jewish, or at
least the vast majority of it. The true
position of Jews as a tiny minority,
even in England, is not perceived and
although lack of knowledge of what
sometimes feels like an all-pervading
Christian culture can be refreshing, it
is also wonying.
Eight years ago I took the decision
to spend a term with our year five
Akiva pupils, 9-10 year olds, studying
six major world religions and this has
remained a fixed part of our curriculum ever since. It has also offered me
some of the most rewarding teaching I
have ever done. After four years at
Akiva the children are, in the main,
secure and well grounded in their Judaism, open-minded and interested in
everything presented to them. We look
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THE INSIGHT

Park Mosque, the boys downstairs and
the girls behind the curtain of the ladies' gallery. They have been to
morning services in the beautiful
Hindu Temple in Willesden -this time
each side of a wooden screen - and
been thrilled by their "going home"
gifts. They have been allowed to try
the priceless new organ at St Martinin-the Fields, visited a gurdwara in
Holland Park and an exquisite Buddhist Temple in Wimbledon. They
have impressed everyone by their
knowledge of other religions and have
impressed me by the parallels they notice in the practice of their own faith
and those of others. If they ever find
any custom strange it only makes them
aware of how strange Jewish customs

Judaism, Christianity, Islam, Hinduism, Sikhism and Buddhism. We learn

about the founders of these faiths, the
festivals, the places of worship and the
customs and beliefs pertaining to birth,
initiation, marriage and death. However, the most fascinating lessons are
actually given by our invited visitors
representing these faiths and the peo-

ple we meet when visiting places of
worship. Father O]iver MCTiernan, the
Catholic priest of St Francis of Assisi
Church in West London, is a firm favourite with all the groups who go
round his church. They find it difficult
to cope with the fact that he is not
allowed to malry but he is never put
out by the frankly curious questions
like "Have you ever fancied anyone?"
and takes a lot of time over such queries as "If Christianity came from
Judaism, why don't you keep Jewish
festivals?" They cluster round the font,

performing impromptu role plays in
the confessional, taste the communion
wafers and find characters from the
re#acA, Hebrew Bible , in the pictures
around the altar. They love to see Father Oliver dress in his different
vestments, even though one boy
thought he looked like Dracula in the
black one. Sometimes another priest
will appear and, on our last visit, the

gold and white robes of an Eritrean
priest were much admired.
Groups from Akiva have lunched
with the nuns of the Sisters of Sion
Convent and at the Hare Krishna
Bhakidivedanta Manor. They have attended afternoon prayers at the Regent
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ways to places where our hosts are

learning about them so much is the
way we are taught. In Mrs Bayfield's
class we did a project on six religions
of the world. To help us learn about
them, we visited the different places of
worship, like a Hindu Temple. From
those visits, we learnt about the
religions in a more enjoyable way, as
everybody loves going on outings. We
also found out about the religions at
first-hand.
In the temple we were not j.ust told

interested in listening to the children,

about the different gods, we saw the

as well as informing them -a salutary
lesson for all teachers. Certain moments remain in my mind, such as
when one Muslim guide was impressed
that a group of Jewish children should
know so much about Islam or when
another Muslim guide was asked
"Have you ever heard of Israel?" I

statues of them in all their splendour.

must seem to the uninitiated.
The most successful visits are al-

at the sacred books and teachings of

Natasha and
Avital Pearlman

loved the incongruity of a Buddhist
monk complete with shaven head, yellow robe and begging bowl saying,
"Oh, you're Jewish! Do you know Mrs

Cohen who lives down the road?"
The children have been initiated into
meditating and chanting by Hindus and
are often prompted to go and find out
more about neighbours of different
faiths once their curiosity has been
whetted.
Some may find this exposure to
other beliefs worrying. I have never
seen or heard anything from any of my
pupils to cause the least concern either
at the time of the project or later. They

know who they are and what they are.
They begin from the rock solid ground
of Jewish belief, custom, prayer and
practice. Judaism is our common experience and is lived every minute of the
school day. When I look at the prejudice
and
lack
of trust
and
understanding exhibited by one group
towards another, the only glimmer of
hope lies, for me, in teaching children
to enjoy and celebrate our different
ways and be glad we live in this fascinating and colourful multi-cultural

societyl

We found that Hindus are very generous as they gave us key rings, postcards
and food. They also brought many offerings of clothes, fruit and flowers for
their gods and money for the temple.
When we were studying Islam we
visited a mosque. We saw that before

prayer men and women had to go
through a washing ritual. They had to
cleanse themselves separately and we
watched the routine they had to follow.
We made our own comic strips to
explain how each religion was
founded. We both enjoyed that, because it was not just pages of writing
which you can easily forget. We did

quick summaries in picture form which
are easy to remember. Drawing is also
a good way of learning things because
we might not remember exactly what
we wrote, but we still remember the

pictures we drew.
In religious studies there is always a
lot more to learn as you get older and
can understand more. It is also a socially useful subject because people are
always discussing it.
We learnt a lot just by asking someone one question. Moreover, those who
taught us involved us and we felt we
were listened to and understood, rather
than just being asked to understand
others. So it became our best project.
We came to understand why religious
things were being done. And we found
that religion is real life.
People care about it greatly in their

lives.
LINDA BAYFIELD, cz grcrdwcr/c a/ KJ.#g's
College, London and former English teacher at
J.F.S. Comprehensive School, is Deputy Head
Teacher Of Akiva School responsible I;or Religious Education.

NATASHA PEARLMAN /€// AkJ.vcr ScAoo/ ;.#
July 1993 and is now at North London Colle-

giate School.
Akiva.
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MY CONGREGATION
SPANS THE GLOBE

there are no other Jews in the
neighbourhood. This means a lot of
travelling, notjust in Holland and Germany but also to other countries. For a

Mermo ten Brink

part-time chaplain travel is not an easy
thing to fit in as my two congregations
like to see me around as well.
It is especially important for the
servicemen and women to have someone with whom to talk and share their
thoughts and problems. This is particularly true when they have witnessed
atrocities, as in the former Yugoslavia.
It is important that the chaplain is both

since my ordination in the
THE summer
EIGHTEEN
of 1993 MONTHS
have been
hectic. For not only do I hold two
rabbinic positions, in the Liberaal

Joodse Gemeente Amsterdam and in
Rotterdam, but I also hold a third, parttime post as Chaplain to the Dutch
Armed Forces.
The Dutch Reform Movement was
never before able, or invited, to appoint a chaplain from its ranks. In the
past, Jewish chaplaincy was manned
by only orthodox chaplains. It took a
judgement of Solomon plus the a/I.};clfe
of the senior Jewish Chaplain to cut the

vacant post in half - one half for the
Orthodox and the other half for Reform, leaving the other full-time
Orthodox chaplain in his position.
A discussion which lasted a year had

been going on within the ranks of the
Orthodox Movement. They were split
over the appointment of a Reform
Chaplain within a chaplaincy that had
been traditionally orthodox. One part
of their committee was in favour and
the other against. The acting Chief
Rabbi visited the Secretary of Defence
many times to urge him not to do it. In
the end it was decided that the chaplaincy should be divided into two
departments: one and a half Orthodox
and a half Reform. My direct administrative boss is Orthodox and this is a
unique situation in Dutch Jewry. Of
course I am solely responsible for the
content of my chaplaincy. Interestingly
enough, I am the only ordained rabbi
among them.
My army chaplaincy is, in a way,

part of the chain of generations.
During the years of the Second
World War my late father was a conscript in the Dutch Army. He served in
the Netherlands Indies which gained
independence in 1954 as the Republic
of Indonesia and he happened to be a
non-official Orthodox chaplain to all
Dutch servicemen and women in the
Indies. He led sederz.in, provided Jewish personnel with mofzof, prayer
books and other Jewish ritual objects.
Even though he was not officially ap-

pointed as I was, he was one of those
lay-men invaluable for their Jewish
commitment jn this overseas territory.
My position is different. In the first
place, I am not a conscript but ap-
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pointed with the rank of an officer in
the army. At the moment I am a Captain and am shortly due to be promoted
to Major. The Chaplain, however, is
not a military `thoroughbred'. He, or
she, is a civilian dressed in an army

uniform, making him part of the organisation. But everybody knows what
he is and where he stands, as his badge
is religious. Mine shows
the two
LffcfeoJ fJcz-Brz.f, the Tablets of the Covenant. My Christian colleagues wear

gold or silver crosses and the Humanist worker wears the insignia of the
Humanist Movement.
It is not my prime duty to lead
services for Dutch Jewish servicemen.
They are spread around the world
and it would be very difficult to create
a fflz.#};cz# in any given army camp. sO

I create the facilities for them to go
home for Sfeobbczf and be with their
home congregation on the festivals.
This is not always possible when they

are abroad or otherwise too far away
from home. We therefore put them in
contact with congregations of Jews locally. This is especially important

when they are serving in the UN PeaceKeeping Forces, for instance in the
former Yugoslavia, Cambodia and Angola. It is my duty to make it possible
for them to lead the fullest Jewish life

possible even when they are far away
from their homeland.
My chaplaincy consists mainly of
pastoral work, education and mediation.

The pastoral areas that are most important to tackle are boredom and the
effects of being away from home for a
long time - usually six months at a
stretch. This means family counselling,
also for the relatives who stay behind,
and trying to give the servicemen a
sense of belonging. This is especially
important in cases where it is not their
own choice to join the military. We
still have a conscript army and the conscripts do not always get the most
interesting jobs. Losing touch with
their religion and their Jewish identity
altogether is one of the dangers, particularly for men and women who may
already be on the fringes of Judaism.
When people are sent away for a long

period of time, in the Navy and on UN
missions, it is even more important to
give them guidance, especially when

part of the organisation - he wears an
army uniform and knows the military
from the inside - and is also a civilian
rabbi, who knows a lot about pastoral
care and counselling and the human
being inside the uniform. Happily I
still remember my classes at Leo Baeck
College.
As for education I often visit my
`clients" where they work. We talk

about Judaism and I teach them whatever they want to know. This means
Hebrew classes and instruction in the
Jewish life cycle and festivals. During
the year I send them books and information leaflets on Jewish topics and I
organise several study sessions and excursions for groups.
If there is a misunderstanding between the soldier and his commanding
officer, I am asked to mediate.
This is necessary, for instance, when
a soldier wants to go to synagogue for
the festivals and needs to leave his base
early. It cannot be the case that a Jewish serviceman is free to go home both
on the Jewish festivals and sabbaths
and on the Christian holidays and Sundays as well - not to mention the
Islamic holidays and Fridays. It has to
be either/or. This must be made clear
to both the Jewish soldier, his commanding officer and his colleagues.
If there is a request for kosher food,
I am able to provide the necessary facilities.

In addition, a conscript is allowed
one day a month to join his own chaplain for classes, pastoral care and
counselling.

As my `base' is in The Hague - a
normal office - I am not in a position to
be around permanently at any particular Navy or Air base. I am, therefore,

partly dependent on the information
and support of my non-Jewish colleagues on site. This usually works
very well and it is very interesting to
see the inter-faith relationships
developing within the military establishment.

One anecdote from the U.S. Air
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Force told to me by Rabbi Sidney
Greenberg, a former chaplain, equally
characterises the relationship between
the Jewish and non-Jewish chaplains
in the Dutch forces.
Chaplain Mulley, a Christian chaplain on a USAF base in 1944, came to
visit the rabbi in his barracks as soon
as he heard that he had reported for
duty. During the first meeting he said
to him, "Chaplain, I don't know much
about your religion. I'm not going to
tell you how to do things. I just want

pAuL/S HRAVK & CO
SOLICITORS

you to know that I am here to help you
in any way I can. Otherwise, you're on

your own." Chaplain Mulley's offer of
assistance proved to be no mere formality.

mgh Holyday services for the Jewish personnel that year were scheduled
to be held at the local synagogue. The

afternoon before

yon Kj.pp£„ a

tropical hurricane lashed the base, unleashing ten inches of rain in a few
hours and crippling the electricity sup-

ply to the synagogue. When Ko/ Ivj.c7re
services began that evening, the assemb]ed soldiers and civilians prayed
by the dim light of a few widely scattered lanterns.
Meanwhile, Corporal Bob Modern
decided to put in a call to Chaplain
Mulley, whose automobile radio he
had repaired on several occasions and
whom he had come to know quite well.
After explaining the sorry plight of the
synagogue worshippers, he asked
hopefully, "Is there anything you can
do, Sir?"
"No harm in trying, I guess," Father
Mulley ventured.
Twenty minutes later an army truck

canying a power generator and a crew
of military engineers drew up in front
of the synagogue. There were a few
minutes of feverish activity and then,

Ruskin House
40/41 Museum Street
London WCIA ILT
Telephone (071) 831 6677
Fax (071) 831 7627
DX 35741 Bloomsbury 1

VIElunun
PAPER CO. LTD

just as the Cantor was intoning the
prayer "Let Thy Glory Shine for us at
Dusk", the electric lights went on in all
their brightness. Bob rushed to the pul-

MANUFACTURERS OF

pit to whisper tlie explanation of the
"miracle" to a very surprised rabbi,

CARN.VAL NOVELTIES

whojoyfully relayed the story to a very
grateful congregation. Brighter than
the glow of the bulbs which dispelled
the darkness was the light of friendship
kindled in the hearts of the worship-

pers that yo#? Kr!.ppi/r night .
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RABBI MENNO TEN BRINK f.a who R€/6;.in
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A NEW KIND OF JUDAISM
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John D. Rayner

After all, Progressive Judaism has been

going for nearly two hundred years.
The first worship experiments took
place in Amsterdam in 1796. The Israel Jacobson school at Seesen was
founded in 1801. The Hamburg Temple was established in 1819. In the

United States the movement began at
Charleston, South Carolina, in 1824
and all its maj.or institutions, such as

the Union of American Hebrew Congregations and the Hebrew Union
College, go back to the l9th century.
In this country the West London Synagogue (Reform) dates from 1840. The
Jewish Religious Union (Liberal) made
its debut in 1902. The World Union for
Progressive Judaism was created in
1926 and even Leo Baeck College is
nearly forty years old.
After such a long period of existence, surely everybody must know
what Progressive Judaism is? Not only
are there plenty of` Progressive synagogues to visit, but the movement has
by now produced a pretty extensive
literature which is available in libraries
and bookshops for all who wish to
read.
And yet the literature is curiously
unsatisfactory for our purpose. There
are books about the beliefs of Progressive Judaism which pay little attention
to practices. There are books about the
practices which pay little attention to
the beliefs. There are prayerbooks
which fail to explain why they include
and exclude what they do. And there
are histories of the movement, but very
few, and, except for Michael A.

Meyer' s Response to Modernity, whi\ch
appeared only six years ago, they tend
to be little more than chronicles.
What is still largely lacking is a really
penetrating,
comprehensive

analysis. For only so can our question
be satisfactorily answered. What, details apart, is Progressive Judaism all
about? What is its significance in the
overall history of Judaism? And what
therefore is the exact nature of the task
in which Progressive Jews are en-

gaged?
I am using the term "Progressive" in
a broad sense, to include all those modern varieties of Judaism that involve a
more or less substantial modification
of pre-modern Judaism, whether they
call themselves Liberal, Progressive,
Reconstructionist or Reform.
The question - which is not only
theoretical but has far-reaching practical implications - has exercised my
mind for many years and led me to
formulate a rather simple thesis.
Our starting point is the fact, obvious to any student of the history of
Judaism, that it exhibits both continuity and change. But while that is true of
every period, the pace of change has
varied. Sometimes it has been imperceptibly slow, sometimes more
noticeable. But in retrospect two episodes stand out as times of such major
crisis that they necessitated change on
a massive scale. One of these reached
its climax with the destruction of the
Temple in 70 CE; the other was the
Emancipation, epitomised by Napoleon's Sanhedrin o£ \807 .
Both of them shook Judaism to its
foundations, but they did not dislodge
the foundations themselves. Before we

go on, therefore, let us briefly look at
those foundations, which may be re-

garded as the permanent elements and
abiding characteristics of Judaism.
The universe is a single whole which
owes its existence to a single Creator

who is, however, fundamentally different from the Creation and therefore
not to be identified with any constituent element of it: mineral, vegetable,
animal or human. This transcendent
God is nevertheless also immanent;
that is, concerned with, and active in,
the universe, and especially the history
of the human species on Planet Earth.
Here God's moral attributes, of justice
and compassion, come into play. Because of them, it is God's wish that
humanity shall establish a just and
compassionate society and to this end
God has communicated a knowledge
of the Divine Will to chosen individuals, such as the Patriarchs and the
Prophets and collectively, through
Moses, to the Israelites assembled at
Mount Sinai, so that they might serve
as an advance guard in the journey of
humanity towards its divinely ap-

pointed goal. In order to fulfil that role,
they are to observe a discipline of worship and observance, including a
sacred calendar of sabbaths and festivals and transmit their tradition from
generation to generation.
These are the fundamenta]s and they
remained just as valid after 70 CE as
they were before. The only serious
challenge came from Christianity,
which, by deifying Jesus, compromised God's transcendence; by
teaching the Trinity, obscured God's
unity; and by speaking of a "New Covenant", called into question the
continuing mission of the Jewish peo-

ple and the obligatory character of the
discipline that it entailed. For all these
reasons, Christianity, even while re-

taining much of its Jewish roots,
nevertheless placed itself outside Juda1Sm.

But during the Biblical period of its
history, these primary elements of
Judaism which proved permanent,
combined with secondary ones, which

did not. Chief among these was the
Temple where the One God was worshipped twice daily at dawn and dusk.
That involved an elaborate sacrificia]
cult and a hereditary class of priests

who performed it. Another feature of
Biblical Judaism was the geographica]
concentration of the people in one land
on the eastern seaboard of the Mediterranean and the sovereignty they
exercised over it for about half a millennium.

Yet another was the monarchy. That
is more surprising, for in the ancient
world, not least in Egypt and in Rome,
kings were commonly regarded as divine and exercised absolute power, so
that the very concept of monarchy signalled a potential challenge to
monotheism. And indeed there is a
strongly anti-monarchic strand in the
Bible. When the crown is offered to
Gideon he refuses, saying: "I will not
rule over you, neither shall my son rule
over you; God shall rule over you"
(Jud. 8:23). When Samuel is persuaded
by popular pressure to anoint Saul, he
does so reluctantly and only after ex-

tracting from the people a confession
that they have done a wicked thing in
asking for a king (I Sam.12:12-19).

In the end, though, a compromise
was reached. A monarchy was established, but on the clear understanding
that it was to be vested exclusively in
the Davidic dynasty and that its incumbents were to reign only by divine
consent and in God's name; if they
failed to act accordingly, prophets
would reprimand them and if they still
failed, dire consequences would follow for the entire nation.
Prophecy was indeed another secondary feature of Biblical Judaism
which did not endure. For since it was
not hereditary, unlike priesthood and
monarchy but dependent entirely on
charisma, it was essentially unpredictable. As a matter of historical fact, at
least as perceived by subsequent Jewish tradition, it came to an end soon
after the Babylonian Exile.
Thus all these secondary features of
Biblical Judaism proved impermanent.
The Temple was destroyed. The sacrificial cult ceased because since King
Josiah, it had been strictly forbidden
anywhere else. The priesthood lost its
main role, since there were no sacrifices to offer. The monarchy was
destroyed by a series of conquests,
Assyrian, Babylonian, Persian, Greek
and Roman. The people were dispersed
from the Land. And the fountain of
prophecy dried up. So the dependants
of Biblical Judaism on these things Temple, Sacrifice, Priesthood, Monar-

chy, Land and Prophecy - proved its
undoing.
That Judaism survived such a series
of body blows is due to two facts. First,
that the foundations, which we have
already identified, stood firm. Secondly, that by the year 70 CE a new
kind of Judaism, independent of Tem-

the Persian period and more generally,
all the evidence points to the second
century BCE as the time in which the
new kind of Judaism probably
emerged. Furthermore, it was closely
associated with the Pfeczrz.sees, from its
inception and we are therefore on fairly
safe ground if we regard them as its

ple, Sacrifice, Priesthood, Monarchy,
Land and Prophecy had already taken
shape.
How long, can be debated. The Tradition greatly exaggerates its antiquity.
It speaks of a twofold Torah, Written
and Oral, going all the way back to
Moses on Mount Sinai. It assigns a key
role to Ezra the Scribe, and to an insti-

pioneers.

tution called K#esscf f7czg'c7o/czfe,

the

"Great Assembly", composed of 120

men, including the last of the Prophets.
For none of that is there any historically sound support. That there was a
body of traditions of various kinds going back to remote antiquity, may
indeed be assumed. But there is no
evidence that the Written Torah, let
alone the Oral Torah, in the later meanings of those terms, existed before the
Babylonian Exile. When the pre-Exilic
Prophets used the word Torah they refer to divine messages they have
themselves received, never to the Pentateuch.
Only
the
book
of
Deuteronomy is alluded to before -but
shortly before - the Exile (11 Kings
22:14-20). In other words, Biblical

Judaism was not a book religion, or did
not become one until after the Exile,
for the simple reason that the book in
question was still being written.
Similarly, the Talmudic descriptions

of the "Great Assembly" are chronologically
impossible.
Even
the
assertion, constantly repeated in the

textbooks, that the Synagogue goes
back to the Babylonian Exile, has no
solid foundation. If it were so, it would
be very hard to explain why synagogues are mentioned nowhere in the
Bible, even though much of it was written in the post-exilic period, or even in
books like Ben Sira, which gives a detailed description of Judean society as
late as 200 BCE. If synagogues did
exist during the intervening three-anda-half centuries, one would have to say
that they played no significant role in
Jewish life, presumably because they
were suppressed by the High Priest,
who, just during that period, exercised
autocratic rule and would not have tol-

erated the

emergence

of a

new

institution, rivalling the Temple, with
its own leadership, rivalling the priesthood.

The very word "Synagogue" suggests that it dates from the Greek, not

To the Pharisees, then, belongs the
credit of having evolved a new kind of
Judaism -independent ofTemple, Sacrifice, Priesthood, Monarchy, Land or
Prophecy - which enabled Judaism to
survive when, just over two hundred
years later, the last vestiges of these
things were swept away.
How did they do it? Partly by per-

petuating the permanent elements of
Judaism, which remained valid; and
partly by evolving a new set of secondary ones to replace those which had
proved impermanent.
It should be said here that the Pharisees did not actually

rep#c7j.cz/e the
secondary features of Biblical Judaism. True, the Temple was destroyed,
but one day, they taught, it would be
rebuilt. The sacrificial cult had ceased,
but one day it would be reinstated and
meanwhile it was meritorious to study
the rules and regulations that governed
it. The priests had been made redundant, but one day they would resume
their ancient office and meanwhile they
must preserve the purity of their pedi-

gree. The people were dispersed, but
one day they would return to their
homeland and meanwhile the festivals
were to be celebrated according to the
rhythm of its agricultural seasons. The
monarchy had come to an end, but one
day a descendent of the royal line,
called the Messiah, would once again
sit on David's throne.
So the memory of these institutions
and the hope for their eventual restoration, played a part in Pharisaic Judaism,
but by way of nostalgia rather than
everyday reality. Instead of the oneand-only Temple in Jerusalem, the
Pharisees established synagogues
wherever the Jewish communities
came to exist. Instead of the sacrificial
cult, they created a revolutionary new
form of worship, involving congregational study and prayer, with its own
liturgy. Instead of priests or kings or

prophets, they instituted a new form of
leadership, requiring neither pedigree
nor charisma, but only learning.
What kind of learning? Here we
come to the main feature of Pharisaic
Judaism. Unlike Biblical, or at least

pre-Exilic, Judaism, it was a book re/!.g!.o#. For the Pharisees canonised - or
completed the canonisation of -Scrip-

ture. They decided which of the surviving books of ancient Hebrew
literature were to be regarded as having been written under the guidance of
Rijocfe f7czhoc7esfe, the Holy Spirit, and

therefore included in the Bible. Within
the canon, they gave pre-eminence to
the first five books comprising the To-

rah in the narrower sense of the word,
which not only tells the earliest history
of the Jewish people but contains practically all that has survived of ancient
Hebrew law. For the Pharisees and
Rabbis were essentially /czwj;err. They
tended to view all things in a legal way
and their chief concern, to which they

devoted the greater part of their intellectual energy, was to construct a code
of conduct governing every aspect of a
Jew's life, which they called the
Halakhah.
More precisely, the Pharisees
evolved the concept of a twofold Torah: the Written Torah, which is the
Pentateuch and especially its legislation, comprising 613 commandments

and the Oral Torah, by which they
meant an ancient but still growing body
of traditions interpreting, amplifying
and supplementing the Written Torah.
The Oral Torah was at first intended to
remain oral, but was eventually committed to writing in the Mishnah, the
Talmud and the subsequent fecz/cz4fej.c

literature.

At this point we need to raise a crucial question: whether the Pharisaic
teachers and their successors, the Rabbis, were fundamentalists. Well, of
course it depends on what one means
by the word. But let us disregard all the
unpleasant associations which it has,
acquired in recent times - of na.1.vet6,
literalism, intolerance and militancy and use it in the strict sense of a belief
in the inerrancy of Scripture.
Were the Rabbis fundamentalists in

that sense? O/col/roe they were! There
are only two reasons why that has
never been questioned. One is that the
rabbis were not literalists. But that only
means that, in their view, the Bible
doesn't always mean what it crppears
to mean at first sight. What it does
mean has to be understood in the light
of the Oral Tradition. What it does
mean, so understood, is true. How can
it be otherwise, since the Holy Spirit
doesn't make mistakes?
The only source of doubt is a handful of passages in Rabbinic literature
which seem to show an almost modern
awareness of the process of historical
development, for instance the well-

teaching in his name (Men. 29b). But
these passages, which Progressive

Jews are so fond of quoting, are few
and far between and they only show
that the Rabbis could sometimes laugh

for men and women. For though they
alleviated the position of women in
some respects, they also perpetuated
and hardened into legislation many of
their disabilities.

perstructure of Rabbinic Judaism,

Finally, the Pharisees developed a
whole new theology, including a fairly
well-defined eschatology, which involved, among other things, the
Coming of the Messiah and the Resurrection of the Dead. Neither of these
were Biblical doctrines, though there
are incipient traces of them in the Bible. For instance, nowhere in the Bible

especially on its fecz/akfej.c

does the word

at themselves and glimpse momentarily beyond the limits of their normal
universe of discourse.
Anybody who really knows Rabbinic literature, as distinct from picking
convenient quotations from the anthologies, knows that the Rabbis were
fundamentalists and that the entire suside, rests

on a fundamentalist premise. As
Maimonides wrote in the Eighth of his
Thirteen Principles, ``The whole of the
Torah now in our possession is identical with the Torah that was given to
Moses,
and
is
all
of
divine
origin...Moses, like a scribe writing

from dictation, wrote all of it, its chronologies, narratives and precepts...And
there is no difference in that respect
between verses like `And the sons of
Ham were Cush and Mizraim, Phut
and Canaan' (Gen. 10:6)...and verses
like...`Hear, 0 Israel' (Deut. 6:4)"

(Perush ha-Rambam to Sam. \0..\),
In addition to the doctrine of the
twofold Torah, the Pharisees evolved
many other new ideas and institutions.
These included a whole system of religious education, a whole liturgy and a
whole regimen of domestic observances, such as the kindling of Sabbath
and
Festivals
lights,
Kj.ddffsA,
Havdalah a:INd Birkat ha-Mazon. For
Pharisaism was essentially a dcmocrczfz.s;.#g movement which sought to make
Judaism a people's religion. That
meant bringing its observance out of
the Temple both into the Synagogue
and into the home and required the
raising of a religiously knowledgeable
laity.

But though the Pharisees were
democratisers, they did not see - or at
any rate they did not carry through
consistently - all the implications of
democracy. For instance, as we have
seen, they did not object to the idea of
a hereditary priesthood. On the contrary, they perpetuated a whole caste
system, for the Mishnah lists no less
than ten family stocks -priests, levites,
Israelites, #?czmzer/.in, proselytes etc. -

who "came up from Babylon" (Kid.
4:I). And as we have likewise seen,
they went along with the idea of a he-

known story of how Moses found
himself unable to understand what

reditary monarchy vested in the house
of David. Indeed, they regarded the
Hasmonean rulers as usurpers because
they were not so descended. Nor did it
occur to the Pharisees that the demo-

Rabbi Akiva, 1500 years later, was

cratic principle entailed equal rights

A4czsAz.cJch occur in its

later, eschatological sense. That was
essentially
a
creation
of
the
Apocalyptists, i.e. charlatan prophets
who pretended to know things beyond
human knowledge. The Pharisees and
Rabbis, with varying degrees of enthusiasm,
went
along
with
these
apocalyptic notions and wrote them
into their Bible commentaries and
other non-legal, or ¢ggedz.c writings.
I have taken a long time to describe
Rabbinic Judaism because it is essential to have an accurate picture of it if
we are to understand the modern situation.

The fact is that the system which the
Pharisees devised and the Rabbis perfected worked extraordinarily well for
many centuries. It made possible and
succeeded in ensuring the continuity
of Jewish life in all sorts of circumstances, including dispersion and
persecution. Admittedly, it was occasionally challenged by other systems,
such as Karaism and did not avoid internal divisions, for instance between
Chasidim and Mitnagg'dim. But it
overwhelmingly dominated the life of
Jewish communities in all the lands of
Jewish settlement, from India to Spain,
and from Egypt to Russia. It is, from
any point of view, a remarkable success story.
But then came the Emancipation
which, within a generation, or a few

generations, produced a massive defection from Rabbinic Judaism. Some
Jews converted to Christianity. Some
gave up their Jewish identity and
merged by assimilation into the non
Jewish environment. Some identified
themselves with new ideologies such
as Marxism. Some experimented with
new forms of Judaism and we shall

presently return to them. Some remained within the orbit of Rabbinic
Judaism but neglected in varying de-

gree to observe its requirements as
codified in the S:#!//cAcr# A;.!/c4. Only a

minority actually defended and re-asserted /.# /o/o the traditional, Rabbinic
system, often with an intransigence un-

characteristic of previous ages and they
became known as the Orthodox party.
Today Orthodox Judaism is experiencing something of a revival and the
reasons for that phenomenon require
serious study. Nevertheless, it is unlikely to reach more than a small
minority,10% or 15% perhaps and it

queen of the sciences, to which all
other sciences are subservient; that
whatever contradicts it must z.pso/crc/o
be rejected as false; and that to deny its
teachings is a heresy for which you
may be burnt at the stake, or excommunicated.

/7ccp; prove to be a passing phenom-

gradually eroded: first by the Renaissance; then, with Descartes, by

enon. The overwhelming majority of
Jews seems unwilling to pay the price
in terms of the self-exclusion from
non-Jewish society, as well as the selfdiscip]ine, which Orthodoxy requires.
The great question is why this massive decline in the ability of Rabbinic
Judaism to dominate Jewish life has
occurred? There are a number of reasons which we may broadly call
exfer#cr/. For one thing, as Jews became citizens of the countries in which
they lived, so the rabbinic courts lost
such powers of law enforcement as
they had possessed in the self-contained self-governing communities of
former times. For another, the social

pressure to conform, which had previously worked in favour of compliance
with Jewish tradition, now worked, on
the contrary, in favour of assimilation
to the life-style of the non-Jewish environment. Then there was the sheer
attraction of European culture with its
music, art and literature, its philosophy, science and technology. In
addition, the schools and universities

through which the new generations of
Jews passed not only provided a mode
of entry into the culture, but competed
with and largely displaced the Jewish
educational system. Emancipated Jews
tended to become ignorant of their own
heritage, including its languages, Hebrew as well as Yiddish and began to
feel like strangers in the old-style syna-

gogues, which made no concessions to
their situation.

All these external factors were and
continue to be, powerful centrifugal
forces, and they go a long way towards
explaining the wholesale abandonment
of Rabbinic Judaism that has occurred.
But not cz// the way. There is also the
fundamental j.#/e;.#cz/ factor, as we may
call it, that for many and indeed most
emancipated Jews, Rabbinic Judaism
lost its credibility.
For to enter the modern world was
to absorb its critical spirit. Indeed, that
is precisely what distinguishes it from
the medieval world. In the Middle
Ages, the dominant thought-form was
sc4o/crsJz.c;.sin.. the belief that the Scriptures -Jewish, Christian or Muslim, as

the case might be -contained the truth,
the whole truth and nothing but the
truth; that theology is therefore the

That whole

W/e//cz#scfecz###g

was

philosophy's declaration of independence from theology; then by the
Enlightenment; then by the rise of
modern science and historical research.
By the 19th century it was generally
taken for granted that people had the
right to question everything, including
their religious tradition and even religion as such.
In that situation many Jews turned

away, not only from Judaism, but from
religion altogether; they became atheists or agnostics. But many more, who
retained a more or less positive attitude
towards religion in general and Judaism in particular, nevertheless lost faith
in the Rabbinic fomi of it. First and
foremost because of its fundamentalism, which, as we have been using the
term, is only another word for scholasticism and therefore the exact antithesis
of the modern spirit.
More specifically, the application of
critical-historical scholarship to the Bible demolished the traditional view of
the manner of its composition, most
obviously by demonstrating that the
Pentateuch is a compilation from several sources, all of them centuries later
than Moses.
But that is not the worst of it, for it is
always open to defenders of the traditional view to adopt the ploy of
retorting that it doesn't matter how or
when the Bible was written, and that its
authority is independent of such considerations. Much more important,

Amalekites; or the penalisation of the
innocent children of forbidden marriages for the sins of their parents; or
the prohibition of intermarriage with
Ammonites and Moabites even if they
convert to Judaism; or the death pen-

alty for a wide variety of offences; or
the disabilities of women in communal
worship and matrimonial law. And
these are only a few of many examples
that could be given.
It is immensely to the credit of the
bolder Progressive Jewish thinkers,
from Abraham Geiger to Claude
Montefiore, that they face these questions squarely and refuse to be fobbed
off with specious harmonisations. It
took much courage in their times. Today what they said is more or less
commonplace among non-fundamentalists. Even Conservative thinkers like
Louis Jacobs have said: "It can no
longer be denied that there is a human
element in the Bible" and that ``it contains error as well as eternal truth" (A
Tree of Lif e, p.2A2:).
What is absolutely clear to many of
us is that the Bible was written by human beings, who were often, but not
always, inspired; who, even when inspired, were still limited by their
human fallibility as well as by the
socio-cultural milieu in which they
lived; who strove valiantly, but not always successfully, to understand and
interpret the mind of God. We revere
the Bible for its greatness but we don't
therefore accept uncritically all it has
to say. And similar remarks apply to
the literature of the Oral Torah.
Of course I am not suggesting that
all this became immediately apparent
to all emancipated Jews. But I do think
that many of them, without being able
to articulate it, se#secJ it. They sensed
that the doctrine of rorczfe mz.#
4c!sfeczmcr}J;.in, of a divine Torah, which

therefore, than the fez.s/o;-!.ccz/ criticism

is the rock-foundation of Rabbinic

of the Bible is the ;-e/!.gj.o£/s criticism of
the Bible. For even more unmistakable

Judaism, is no longer tenable. It al-

than the revelation in the Bible of different chronological strata, it reveals
different religious levels - different
conceptions of God and of right and
Wrong.

The higher ones are fine. They appeal, as always, with an immediate and
irresistible persuasiveness. But much
in the Bible and even in the subsequent
Rabbinic interpretation of the Bible, is
not compatible with these. Once you
have freed yourself from any dogmatic
presupposition, nothing in the world
will ever persuade you again that the
God of justice and mercy, so splendidly revealed in many parts of the
Bible, ordained the genocide of the

ways was a myth and some individuals,
like Spinoza, had begun to suspect this
even in earlier times. The Emancipation finally demolished it and thereby
knocked the bottom out of Rabbinic
Judaism. That, above all, explains the
widespread defection from it.
Of course it is not o#/y a matter of
fundamentalism. There are other aspects of Rabbinic Judaism which, once
submitted to critical scrutiny, also give
rise to incredulity. If, for instance, we
believe in justice and compassion,
equality and democracy, how can we
subscribe to the caste system of the
Mishnah? How can we accept a hereditary priesthood or a hereditary
monarchy? How can we go along with

discrimination against women which

pervades the system? These and many
other secondary features of Rabbinic
Judaism, including the belief in a personal Messiah and the Resurrection of
the Dead, become unsustainable. But
as it was primarily its dependence on

the Temple that proved the fatal flaw
of Biblical Judaism, so it was primarily
its commitment to the myth of the divinity of the Torah that proved the fatal
flaw of Rabbinic Judaism.
As for the timeless foundations of
Judaism, they of course remain valid.
And not only they, but many of the
secondary features of Rabbinic Judaism, also retain their validity. The
Synagogue, for instance, looks set to
endure long into the next phase of
Judaism, if not forever. Many of the
Pharisaic prayers can still be recited
with sincerity. The kindling of sabbath
lights remains a beautiful custom and
so do many of the other details of the
sacred calendar and the devotional of
discipline which the Rabbis constructed on biblical foundations. The
Rabbinic doctrine of the good and evil
inclinations remains a helpful way of
understanding human nature and their
teachings about repentance and atonement need little improvement. And so
one could continue for a long time.
And now it is hardly necessary for
me to spell out what my thesis is. It has
been implicit in what I have been
saying all along. It is that the Emanci-

pation produced a crisis of such
magnitude that it has no parallel in the
history of Judaism other than the destruction of the Temple in 70 CE. Once
again Judaism was shaken to its foundations. Once again, the foundations
stood firm. But once again the superstructure needed to be substantially
modified. The time had come once

more for paradigm shift. The postEmancipation age requires a new kind
of Judaism, as different from Rabbinic
Judaism as Rabbinic Judaism was from
Biblical Judaism, yet retaining the permanent values of both.
What is Progressive Judaism? It is
an attempt to construct such a new
Judaism. What is our task? It is to be
the pioneers of such a new Judaism.
And there we could leave the matter
but for the fact that it is not how Progressive Judaism is perceived by
everybody. On the contrary, there is a

great deal of confusion about the historic role of Progressive Judaism
within its own ranks; a confusion
which it is the purpose of this essay to
try to clear up. In particular, there is a
tendency which -explicitly or implic-
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it]y - regards Progressive Judaism as a
continuation of Rabbinic Judaism. It is
a tendency to be found chiefly on the
conservative fringe of Progressive
Judaism and beyond it, in Conservative
or Masorti Judaism and which I will
therefore call the conservative tendency.
According to this view, Rabbinic
Judaism has within it all the flexibility
that is necessary to make it work satisfactorily in the modern world. The
trouble is merely that it has become too
rigid in the course of the centuries and
Orthodoxy is the culmination of that

process. All we need to do, therefore,
is to re-open the wells, to revive the

greater dynamism of an earlier
Rabbinic Judaism, and then all the
problems of modern Jewish life and
thought will solve themselves. Orthodoxy, for all its immense learning,
misunderstands the Tradition which it
claims to know so well. Conservative
Jews know better. They are the true
heirs of the Pharisees.
In particular, great emphasis is laid
in this tendency on f7cz/a4feczfe. Not that

all its exponents are conspicuously assiduous students of it, but the word is a

word to conjure with, as are associated
words like Beffe D;.#. And it is always

the Rabbinic Halakhah that is mea.rut.
The possibility that there might be
some other f7c!/crkAaife is not contem-

plated or conceded. In all essentials, so

goes the argument, the Rabbinic
f/cz/a4feofe is sound and valid and au-

thoritative for us. There are admittedly
a few problems, but with a little courage
and ingenuity they can be solved.
As you will realise from what I have
been saying, I find that stance completely unconvincing. For one thing, it

ignores the fact that the whole Rabbinic system rests on a fundamentalist
premz.se and pretends either that the
doctrine of that premise is still tenable
or that it does not matter whether it is
tenable or not; I don't find either of
these views intellectually commendable. They ignore the fact that the
methods ot the F`abb.\n.\c Halakhah
involve misinterpretations and circumventions of the plain meaning of texts
of a kind which non-Orthodox Jews
can't employ with intellectual integrity. And it ignores the fact that whole
vast crrecrs of Rabbinic Judaism, which
are integral to it, have lost their validity for non-Orthodox Jews.
For instance, of the six parts of the
Talmud, one is devoted entirely to the
sacrificial cult. How can you reject that
and say you are a Rabbinic Jew? Another part is devoted entirely to the
laws of ritual purity and impurity. If

you reject that, how can you say that
you stand in the mainstream of Rabbinic Judaism? Another part deals with
civil and criminal law, which is mostly
very antiquated, though the ethical
principles invoked remain partly valid.
If you do not intend to revive that part

of the system and if you reject some of
its major provisions, including capital

punishment and corporal punishment,
how can you say that you subscribe to
Rabbinic Law? Still another part deals
with the laws of agriculture and I am
not aware that any Progressive Jews,
however conservative, have been advocating their reinstatement. Yet
another part deals with matrimonial
law. It is predicated throughout on the
inequality of men and women and on
the permissibility, in principle, of polygamy - for the medieval decree
against it only prohibited but did not
abolish it. It also forbids kofea#j.in to

marry divorcees or proselytes and
"cz"zerj.in to many fellow Jews not so
tainted. If you reject these pervasive
features of the system, how can you
say that you uphold it?
The whole position of the conservatives becomes increasingly ludicrous,
the more you scrutinise it. Much of it
turns out, on inspection, to be either a
case of pietistic self-deception or a catculated political ploy. Furthermore, it
is my impression that this is beginning
to be recognised within conservative
circles. What, in particular, has brought
the matter to a head is the granting of
equal rights, including the right to be
ordained as rabbis, to women. The
change in attitude to homosexuality has
been another factor. These are things
you can not do without rewriting the
Mishnah, the Talmud and the
Schulchan Arch and therefore without
stepping outside Rabbinic Judaism.
In this connection it is noteworthy
that the Reconstructionist movement,
which began within the Conservative
movement, has joined the World Union for Progressive Judaism; also that
it has followed the example of the
American Reform movement in accepting patrilineality as a way of
establishing Jewish status on a par with
matrilineality; and that the more conservative branches of the Progressive
movement have, in recent years, like
the more radical ones, created liturgies
that combine tradition with innovation.
The question I have been exploring
is one of Progressive Jewish self-understanding. Are we renovators of
Rabbinic Judaism or pioneers of a new
kind of Judaism? My answer is clear
Continued on next page
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and it only remains to ask one final

question; what practical difference
does it make?
If we adopt the view I have been
advocating, there will still be various
tendencies, more traditionalist and
more radical, within Progressive Judaism; but at least we shall have a
common universe of discourse, we
shall be less likely to talk at cross pur-

poses and we shall be free to consider

]ACKMAN I
SILVERMAN

each issue on its merits.

Nor am I necessarily arguing for a
particularly radical kind of progressive
Judaism. On the contrary, once we
know what we are doing, we shall be
freer than ever to furnish our house as
traditionally as we like. Indeed, we
have a positive duty to preserve or reinstate anything and everything, both
of the Biblical and of the Rabbinic
phase of our heritage, that is still valid
and serviceable.
But at least it will be clear that we
are not in the business of patching up

pre-Emancipation Judaism but of constructing a new post-Emancipation
Judaism. And therefore, too, we shall
not need to look over our shoulders, or
waste our time seeking approval from
those who remain committed to preEmancipation Judaism. As a matter of
fact, we shall not be in competition
with them at all, or claim that we can
do theirjob better than they can, for we
shall be doing a different job.
We shall co-exist with them, it is to
be hoped, in mutual courtesy, respect
and understanding; and co-operation,
too, as far as possible. But we shall do
our own thing and not allow ourselves
to be side-tracked from doing it.
And if that sounds sectarian, let us
remind ourselves of two points. First,
that we shall not do it for our benefit
alone, but for all those who, in the
generations to come, will seek a form
of Judaism that preserves all the valid
insights and institutions of the various
phases of our heritage but not those
which have lost their validity. Secondly, that our #/f;.mczJe aim is the aim

of every kind of Judaism, namely to
preserve and transmit the timeless essentials of our faith; One God, one
world, one humanity, one covenant
people, one goal, which is the establishment of justice, compassion and
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This year of 1995 marks many anniversaries connected with the ending of the Second World War. One of these .ls the
liberation of the concentration camp, Bergen-Belsen in April. Fifty years on, the Reverend Dr. Isaac Levy, one of the
liberators and Anita Lasker-Wallfiisch, one of the liberated, remember.

CORPSES

T:

ENTER BELSEN WAS TO
}scend into an inferno that even
ante could not describe. Those

Isaac Levy

of us who were permitted entry were
given a heavy dusting of DDT, a
necessary protection against the lice
which carried the deadly infection of
typhus. Armed with this immunity we
proceeded into the hell camp. Heaps of
corpses were lying on the main

pathways. Those who still had the
barest vestiges of life in them were
crawling on all fours in search of scraps
of food.
The huts accommodated hundreds
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of emaciated bodies lying in tiered
bunks. The nauseating smell was unbelievable. These wretched victims lay
in indescribable filth, deprived as they
were of basic hygienic facilities. It was
impossible to distinguish between the
barely living and the dead, for those
who still had the barest trace of life
looked hfeless. Raging typhus, starvation, the lack of sanitation and running

water and the spread of dysentery had

taken an appalling toll. Hundreds died
every day, in the huts and on the pathways.
An overwhelming sense of helplessness was pervasive in those early days.

The limited medical staff provided by
the army could not cope. Their attempts to save life were frustrated by
the very enormity of the problem. The
group of. medical students specially
flown in from England to administer
food on the pattern of that used in the
Bengal famine proved of no avail. No
previous experience could serve as a

Continued on next page
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precedent to be followed. Only with
the arrival of fully equipped military
hospitals and expanded medical teams
under the direction of Brigadier Glyn
Hughes, the Chief Medical Officer of
2nd Army, were many lives saved.
Wasted bodies were removed from the
camp, de-loused, washed by army personnel who called themselves the
`human laundry' and then transferred

to the upper camp where the former
We4;.mczc4/ barracks were converted
into a vast hospital.

Six desperate, frustrating weeks
elapsed from the first entry of the
troops till the death camp was destroyed, burnt down by army flame
throwers. By this time more than
21,000 corpses had been interred in
mass graves and many more were to
die even after receiving the best medical attention then available.

The destruction of the hutted lower
camp did not spell the end of the Belsen
epoch. The horror was merely minimised. The threat of death was now
replaced by the problem of survival
and, in most cases, the determination
to make that survival meaningful.
Thoughts and hopes were directed to
the future and the dominant question
which exercised the inmates of what
was now a vast Displaced Persons
camp was WoA/.#.7 where do we go
from here?
The military authorities were anxious to reduce the numbers under their
administration by an organised process of repatriation. Claimants to
Hungarian, Czech, French and other
western European nationalities were
soon dispatched to their native lands.
This did not apply to former Polish
nationals who formed the majority of
the Jewish inmates. Their obstinate refusal to return to what they called `the
cemetery of our people' presented the
authorities with a problem that they
were incapable of solving. It was a
case of an irresistible force meeting an
immovable object. No country was

prepared to accept the mass immigration of people who were now deemed
`Stateless'. The one destination which

they desired to reach was Palestine.
This, too, was closed to them because
of the severe restrictions imposed by
the British Mandatory authorities.
The tragic implications of this im-

passe were brought home to me when,
during a brief visit to London, I succeeded in obtaining an interview with
Sir Herbert Emerson, the High Commissioner for Refugees. I conveyed to
him in words charged with deep emotion the desperate situation of Be]sen's
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survivors and appealed to him to use
his good offices to facilitate their admission to Palestine. He replied in

sympathetic terms, but offered little
hope. Admission to Palestine, he affirmed, was dependent on the issue of
certificates by the Mandatory Authorities and none were available. I had no
option but to warn him that, were I to
return to Belsen and convey such a
negative response, the consequences
would be indescribable and might result
in desperate measures being taken by
the inmates. He shared my anxiety but
could only plead that he was not em-

powered to act contrary to Government
ruling and the question of certificates
was not within his competence.
I left him empty-handed. I could
only hope that perhaps I had sown the
seed of an idea which would, in time,

produce something advantageous. Little did he know that the young Zionists
in Belsen would not wait for his intervention or for any officia] permission
to proceed on aftyczfe but would take
the law into their own hands. At an
opportune moment they would undertake their adventurous journey and
follow the
`underground' route
through Europe to the ports and ships
which would ultimately bring them to
the haven of their desire.
After this frustrating meeting I
called on Dr. Chaim Weizmann to convey to him the hopes and wishes of the
young people in Belsen. I was confi-

dent that this giant of Jewry, who had
wielded such influence in the past,
could further their cause. But as I spoke
to him and described what had transpired in Belsen I saw him visibly
shrinking in his chair. Turning to me
with a face racked with pain he said:
`Once I went to the Foreign Office

hygiene of the camp. Schools were
opened and later, with the help of a
Jewish Relief Team and ORT, workshops were created. This Committee
operated as a government within the
military government, displaying a determination that Jewish life would
continue with all the ramifications that
exist in an established community. Religious Jews and secularists lived side
by side and various shades of Zionist
ideology were given free expression.

The theme which dominated every
activity within the camp was that Jews
should be treated as a separate entity
whose special needs must be acknowledged. In pursuance of this demand,
the Central Committee organised an
historic Congress which was held in
September 1945 and was attended by
eminent visitors from England and the
World Jewish Congress. The resolutions passed referred to the right of
Jews to free access to Palestine, to a
refusal to be returned to the lands of
oppression, to the equitable disposal of
the properties which had belonged to
destroyed communities and to Jewish
representation on the international War
Crimes Commission.

Copies of these resolutions were sent
to
Generals
E.isenhower
and
Montgomery. That such a Congress
should have been held with the approval of the Military Government was
indicative of the status which the Central Committee enjoyed.
When I left Belsen at the end of my
military service I felt confident that a
renewed vigour had emerged from the
suffering so recently endured by the
survivors of Nazi brutality.
AA4

y/SRAEL CfJA/ was notjust a slogan
but a reality that the world would have

to acknowledge .

through the front door. Now I have to
go to the back door like a scfe#orre;.'.
What a devastating admission from a
man who had been the acknowledged

premier spokesman of World Jewry.
The doors of Palestine were barred
and bolted. The suffering of Jewry
seemed to have made little or no impression on the Government whose
armies had liberated the camps. One
was left wondering whether the Jews
of Europe were, after all, expendable.
Back in Belsen, the inmates had organised themselves and had virtually
become a self-governing body. A Central Jewish Committee had been
established which comprised a variety
of departments to cater for the needs of
no less than 10,000 people. They provided information services, cultural
activities and supervised the health and

THE REV. DR. ISAAC LEVY, OBE, bo;.H ;.#
London in 191 (), served Hamps[ead Synagogue
in a long and distinguished careel.. At the lib-

eration o`r Bergen-Be[sen, he was senior Jewish
Chaplain [o [he British Army o./ the Rhine.

FOOD
Anita Lasker
Wallfisch
`liberated',
we
were
`reborn'. The liberation was

WE WERE NOT JUST

our second birthday, when life was
given back to us. And it was given
back to us only just in the nick of time.
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April 15th 1945 was a day that no
one who was in Belsen will ever for-

tinctly remember that I was furious
most of the time. When someone sug-

get. Many of us, alas, were too far
gone to realise what was happening
and many, many people who did not
have the strength to hold on to life,
died when the camp was already in

gested that these tanks

British hands.

The ultimate irony of fate - it was
not necessarily diseases which killed
them but food, because bodies in such

an advanced state of starvation cannot
handle food.
The last weeks of. Belsen saw the
arrival of the death marches from all
over Germany. Half-dazed people
dragged themselves into the com-

pound. They had been marching for
days on end and those who arrived at
the camp were just the remnants. The
rest had died on the way. There are no
words to describe this inferno.
But I will attempt to tell you how I
experienced the liberation.

The state of these few square miles,
which are now referred to as
GEDENKSTATTE, are copiously
documented in photographs. What is
not possible to document in photographs is the stench of the mountains
of rotting corpses which littered the
camp. But corpses were so much part
of the landscape that we, the inmates
who had been living like this for weeks
and months, no longer noticed them as
anything unusual. You could go to
sleep next to someone whose name you
did not know and wake up only to find
that this `someone' had stopped breathing. If you had the strength, you would
add yet one more corpse to the nearest
heap and that was that. We knew that it
was only a matter of time and we also
knew that we were at the end of the
road. It had been such a painful road
and such a miracle to have come so far.
Although we were totally cut off from
the outside world, we were aware that
the war was going badly for the Germans, but we also knew that time was
not on our side. The Germans were in
the habit of trying to obliterate the
traces of their misdeeds and we greatly
feared that they would blow up the
camp before it could be reached by the
Allies. The choices were not too encouraging. Perish...or be blown up. We
had been without food or water for
days. On April 15th the camp was deserted by the Germans and that
increased our fears. We heard a lot of
rumbling in the distance. Some people
suggested that this was the noise of
tanks. But whose tanks?
After fifty years my memory of the
details is somewhat blurred. I do dis-
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might be

British, I did not want to hear it. I felt
more `at home', so to speak, with the
thought of impending death than the
thought of being liberated by the British Army. We lived in this twilight
zone for most of that Sunday. I don't
think that I knew then that it was a
Sunday, I probably learnt that later.
But I know now that it was a Sunday
and it was about 5 o'clock when the
miracle actually happened.
The first British tank rolled into the
camp. We did not greet our liberators
with shouts of joy...we were silent. Silent with incredulity and maybe just a
little suspicion that we might be dreaming. It did not seem possible that this
nightmare should have ended and that
the soldiers who entered the camp were
not our enemies. Then we heard the
announcements. We were told that
there was typhus in the camp and that
we must remain where we were. All
this seemed somewhat unreal and su-

perfluous. We did not need to be told
about the typhus. We knew all about
that...and where should we have gone
anyway? We tried to reach some
friends who were dying, to tell them
what was happening and implore them
to hold on.
The British officer who communicated with a loudhailer informed us
that, although they had to leave the
camp we should remain calm. They
had to go for help and would be back
very soon. Alas we were left in the
`care' of Hungarian soldiers who had

been working for the Germans and it
was they who manned the watchtowers
until the British returned. This was a
most regrettable situation because
these Hungarians were a triggerhappy
bunch and some more shooting and
killing ensued. I don't remember the
details, but know that it took a while
before we really felt safe.
We did not really understand what
went on behind the scenes. I know now
that the state of this camp was something which no soldier, however
battle-hardened, could have imagined
in his wildest dreams. I suppose it was
only natural that everybody wanted to
give us whatever they had...and they
gave us food...whatever they could lay
their hands on and the consequences of
this understandable generosity were
many more deaths. We were overwhelmed with gifts and kindness. To
me, every British soldier looked like a

to communicate. We gradually acknowledged that we were no longer in
danger and that everything was being
done to bring us help. We were so far
removed from any form of normality
and reality, that we could not possibly
appreciate the huge problems which
the British Army encountered. They
were overwhelming. Of course the first

priority was to feed us somehow and to
find medical help for the thousands of
sick and dying.

On the 2lst May Belsen Camp, as
we knew it, was burnt down, and we
were moved to a nearby military compound which had previously been used
by the German Army.
Then came the problem of sorting
out this mass of humanity. The general
idea was a sorting into nationalities
with a view to possible repatriation.
The war was not finished in April 1945,
and many, many hurdles had to be
overcome before we could be considered members of the human race again.
When the euphoria of the liberation
had gradually been accepted as a status

quo, we began to address ourselves to
the reality of `What now?' How do we
pick up our lives?'...and even more
pressing was the question: `Where?'
I had miraculously survived these
last three years in prison, Auschwitz
and Belsen respectively, and there
could be no question of `going home'.
I was born in Breslau, which was in
Russian hands by then. So `repatriation' hardly came into question. Whom
would I find there anyway, if indeed I
wanted to go `home'? Of course I was
not alone in this predicament. It would
have been so easy for the British Authorities to simply send us `home.. It
took a man like Capt. Horwell, who

was himself of German origin, to make
it clear that this was simply out of the
question. So a new phase began. The
phase of the `Displaced Person'. My
own status as a `Displaced Person' resulted in my remaining in Belsen for a
further eight months, followed by another three months in Brussels. A great
deal of patience was needed, but finally, almost a whole year after the
liberation, the problem was resolved. I
was allowed to come to England and

was granted a place in society again .
ANITA LASKER WALLFISCH rcswmedAer
musical studies in Britain and was a f;ounder
member of the English Chamber Orchestra.
She is still a practising 'cellist.

god. I did not speak any English at that
time, but one did not really need words
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DOING THE
RIGHTTHING
Margaret Harris
ranted the great deal of

aring,
formal
and
W; TEND
TOboth
TAKE
FOR
informal that takes place within our
synagogues. The extent and variety of
congregational caring and the selfeffacing manner in which it is usually
carried out, are features which
synagogues and churches hold in
common, as I discovered in the course
of a recent study of congregational
organisation in contemporary England.
I looked in depth at four congregations: a large inner-city Roman
Catholic parish church, "Congregation
A", an independent, black-led Pentecostal church in an industrial town,
"Congregation 8", a small Anglican

church on a housing estate, "congregation C", and a suburban Reform
synagogue "Congregation D". In each
congregation I conducted interviews,
attended services and meetings and examined publications. I found at least
six different ways in which these con-

gregations were contributing not only
to the welfare of their own members,
but also to that of their surrounding
communities.

be acknowledged as an integral part of
the congregations' activities by clergy
and lay leaders alike.

The recipients of the welfare

projects were mostly not members of
the congregations. This was not always
the case and some projects, such as
Congregation B's day centre and Congregation A's advice service, originally
started as facilities for congregation
members but quickly expanded their
scope. The lay people who ran the services did not themselves see as
important the distinction between
member and non-member recipients.
"People slrefch [heir hands out

Io others...not just io church
members...If people come to us, we
always fry fo help... " Congregation

8.

"There is no way lhal I could

ple in need with volunteers. Congregation C served as a local distribution
centre for EC food surpluses.
Whereas the `proj.ects' and `indirect'

welfare work were mostly directed towards
people
outside
of
the
congregation membership, other activities were geared towards meeting
needs within congregations. Numerous examples were given of practical
or emotional support from one
congregant to another, helping a fainily to move house, shopping and
cooking for somebody who was sick,
visiting the bereaved, baby-sitting for
a single parent.
Much of this might be described as
`informa] care', although it differed

from informal help given between fainily, friends or neighbours in that the
people involved did not necessarily

draw a dislincfion between who has

need - members Of [he synagogue,
Jews. non-Jews...need, not in need.
This
is just
not
Congregation D.

an

issue''.

In addition to welfare projects in
which direct services were provided,
congregations contributed to the wel-

fare

of

both

members

and

non-members in a variety of less direct
ways. For example, people in need of
services which the congregation itself
could not provide were regularly referred to outside specialist agencies,
religious or secular. Much of this was
done by clergy in the course of their

pastoral work but informal referrals
were also made by lay people. Congre-

know each other, or know each other
well, before offering their help. A]so,
both the helpers and the helped understood that care was given on behalf of
the congregation, rather than solely as
a one-to-one relationship. It seemed

that congregations provided a framework within which help from one
person to another in time of need was
taken for granted, irrespective of prior
acquaintance or friendship.
Informal care was encouraged by
two other special features of congregations. First, clergy and other staff
were well placed to identify people in
need of care and then to spread
information to potential helpers and
carers.
"I hear about people's needs

Three of the four congregations had
set up special projects to provide welfare services on a regular basis.
Congregation A ran a benefits advice
service and did a weekly soup run for

gation A responded to housing
problems amongst its own members by
setting up volunteer-run monthly drop-

I hrough other members of the parish
Team or parishioners lell ine aboul

in advice sessions.

prol)lems lhaf people are having''.

homeless people. It had also established a housing association to provide
hostels for homeless people. Congre-

places whei.e lhey could gel lhe in-

gation 8 ran a day centre for elderly
people and short-stay accommodation
for homeless people. Congregation D
ran weekly lunches on its own
premises for homeless people.
With the exception of Congregation
A's advice service, which was run by a

member of the congregation who was
paid part-time, all the projects were
run on a voluntary basis by lay people.
In each case, projects were described
as being lay initiatives. They were
driven, at least in the first place, by the
inspiration of just one or two key peo-

" .... fo refer people f o olher

formalion [hey needed".

Another form of indirect welfare
was given through funding provided
for outside welfare agencies, religious
and secular. Sometimes this funding
was considered to be part of day-today congregational expenditure and
was met from regular income. It could
also derive from speciflc fund-raising
activities.
"The choir gives concerls in aid

Of good causes such as famine I.elief. The pl.oceeds are given lo
cAcz;././/.es. Congregation 8.

ple. Clergy - I use the term here to
include rabbis - had been supportive
and encouraging but were not the

Congregations also assisted the welfare endeavours of other voluntary
agencies by sending representatives to
sit on their committees or by contributing to coordinated local welfare efforts.

prime movers in any of the projects.
Once established, the projects came to

Congregation 8 participated in a local
volunteering agency which linked peo-
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Social Care Worker, Congregation A.

Secondly, religious norms not only
encouraged individuals to seek help
from congregations in times of need,
but also to take initiatives and to do
things for others in an unobtrusive
manner. This latter approach was described by the vicar of Congregation C

as "quiet care" and by a lay member of
Congregation D as "doing the right
thing„.
"lf anybody comes in upset, they

will not go away wifhoul somebody
comforting them. The cai.ing is
prominent but not ovel.-done''. Lay
Member, Congregation C.
"The minute you don'f see soiTieone in church...if 's your de[ty lo pay

a visit . You're not asked, you jusl
go...[l's nol organised, saying `you
go today and I '11 go foniori.ow'. Il's

like in a family. You just go". I.ay
Member, Congregation 8.
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Whereas much of the informal care
provided in congregations was unorganised and dependent on individual
initiatives and sense of obligation, the
congregations studied also provided
examples of a fourth kind of caring informal care which took place within
a more organised framework. It
seemed, in fact, to straddle a boundary
between informal care and formally
structured welfare projects. Congregation 8 had a highly organised prison
visiting
service
provided
by
congregants who committed themselves to making weekly visits and who
took responsibility for finding a re-

placement if they were unable to
attend. From the point of view of the
prisons and the prisoners, this was a
regular service which could be relied
upon. Once within the prison, it was
left to individual visitors to decide for
themselves what they actually did, how
they conducted themselves in face-toface discussions and what, if any,
group activities they organised. In the
main, visitors seemed to be providing
a religious-based befriending service:
"When we go in lo the pl.isons,

we tell people how God can give you
peace and hope...They really look

i;orward I o us coming - inmates and
prison offilcers. loo. So we know we
are sei.ving a useful purpose...What
we basically do is share oui. own
pel.sonal experiences " .

Congregation 8.

A further example of the way in
which congregations consciously
sponsor or support informal care, was

provided by the systems established
within congregations to support new
adherents.
"When people come in[o fhe

church and they accepf Jesus Chris(,
I follow il I,ip. We ojfer lo go and
visit them and v`ie encourage lliem lo
coine lo [hings in lhe Chul.ch...Lalel.,

we do watch care. We keep an eye
on people and fry and suppoi-I Iheiii
czs #ccessa/)J ". Congregation 8.

"Members of the Conversion
Suppor[ Gi.oup adopf people while
they are going lhrough convei.sion.
If gives [hem a point of roference.
You phone fhem up fi.om f ime fo
lime.`.when the festivals are coming
up you discuss cus[oms and i;ood".
Congregation D.

A fifth kind of care, mutual aid, was
also taking place in each of the congregations studied. In Congregation A a
group of older people started to meet
informally on church premises once a
week. They not only supported each

other in a variety of practical and emotional ways, but they also began to visit
others beyond the group.
Congregation A also had a group for
divorced and separated people, people
who have generally been stigmatised
in Catholic churches. A participant described it as a typical `self-he]p' group:
"The people who run if have
been lhere and you can share with
people who've gone through if ''.
Congregation A.

Congregation C had a small group
attempting to help each other in a different, more obviously `religious' way,
through `healing' services. These services, although advertised for all,
attracted a small group of lay regulars
who planned and conducted the services themselves:
" Jl ' s very moving and safisf:ying.
1[ serves a need andfillls a gap...Il's

drawing in people who wouldn'f
normally go io church". Lay Menber, Congregation C.

Many of the people who did the caring in congregations were themselves
also recipients of congregational care.
Sometimes this was a simultaneous exchange
in
which
somebody
experiencing a problem was helped by
caring for others. `Serial reciprocity'
was also common. That is, people were
helped in their own need and then
helped others once they were less
bowed down by their own problems.
Their motivation to care was driven by
their gratitude for the care that they
themselves had received.
"Some people actively want io
put something back into [he coiniiiu-

nity because I hey are gra[eful for
help ihey received" .
Congregation C.
"When soinefhing happens in

peoples' lives - say a death or a
barliiifzvah -the synagogue louches
them and [hey want lo put some/A7.;7g bczck ". Congregation D.

Finally, the study suggested that

people experiencing problems are
cared for by being drawn into religious,
educational, social, welfare or administrative
activities
within
the
congregation. Sometimes this was
done through explicit `befuending' in
which one congregational member
made a commitment to keeping in contact with another. In other cases,
clergy, paid staff or lay leaders gave
repeated invitations to people they re-

garded as lonely or in need of social
support. Once people had overcome
initial barriers, they often found themselves ``sffckec7 j.# " to more and more
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activities until they suddenly realised

that they were "occepfed".
For example, a single mother in
Congregation A described how priests
and lay members of the church "rcz//j.ec7 row#d" when she was left alone
with two young children. She found
she started to be invited to join in social and religious activities. As a result,
all her leisure hours were filled and she

had a large group of friends. She said:
``The church has turned my life
cI/-ow#d''. Congregation A.

Similarly, a widow in Congregation
C who had not been a church attender

prior to her husband's death, described
how she had been drawn into participating in church activities as a result of
repeated visits and invitations. She had,
she said:
" ..... found a great deal of com~

fort from the clergy and (he lay
people ihrough being associated
wilh lhe church".

Laly Member,

Congregation C.

A lay leader of congregation C also
talked about the way in which his
church drew in people who were not
integrated into the wider society but
who were made to feel at home.
"The congregation is accessible

to people who would olherwise be
lurned

off...I[

`ours'...[f

is

is

regarded

part

of

as
the

community..`There are some men-

lally handicapped people who are
happy here and are accepted..."
Congregation C.

The range and quantity of caring
work found in the four congregations
were impressive. They were selected
for study without any prior knowledge
of their welfare and caring work. It
was not a topic which I had expected
would be the subject of much comment
in
interviews
about
organisational issues in congregations.

But the importance of their caring activities emerged clearly in each of the
congregations.
Synagogues and churches alike per-

form functions for their own members
and for their surrounding communities, which deserve wider recognition.
And there is scope for learning be-

tween congregations of different
denominations about the way we can
all `do the right thing' .
MARGARET HARRIS ;.s cr member a/Rcrd/e//
and Bushey Re.fiorm Synagogue and Assistant
Director Of the Centre fior Voluntary Organisalion at the London School Of Economics. A
more detailed account o.i. congregational wel-

fare work appears in CVO Working Paper 15,
`Care by Congregation: Features and Issues o.f
Organisa[ion'.
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AND SHABBAT
Colin Eimer
At::u:::egse:;::hh::Q::e:o:;,::Te#
story goes, calls one of her advisers
and shows him a letter she received
that morning. It contains a phrase she
does not understand: can he explain it?
He thinks it might be Greek. She asks
the Prime Minister, who says it is Latin.
The Archbishop of Canterbury says it
is not Latin but does recognise it as
Yiddish. She contacts the Chief Rabbi.
"In a letter we received," she says,

"there are some words in what we
believe is Yiddish. Would you explain
them to us?" "Willingly," he replies,

"what are they?" "Well," she says, "it
looks something like IVczcfeess vo# dc;-
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THE JOYS OF HEBREW by LeNIis
Glinert, Oxford University Press,
New York and Oxford,1992, pp 292.
hb £14.95, pb £6.99

Kinder.„
How do you explain what those four
words mean without using twenty or
thirty words, while still holding on to
something of the flavour inherent in
the idea of Ivacfeess.7
Many Yiddish words have entered
into common parlance. The day I wrote
this review CThe lndependent' ha.d an
article which used the word sc4mooze
without feeling the need to explain
what it meant. Scfe/epp, kosAcr and the

like have similarly entered everyday
speech.
I did not grow up in a Yiddishspeaking environment. I could not
understand, therefore, why so many

people had deceased relatives who
seemed to be called `Oliver Sholem'.
When my father took me to have my
Barmitzvah suit made, the tailor would
pinch my cheek and call me what
sounded like "a horror." I felt pretty
bad, compounded by the fact that my
father did not stand up for me. Indeed,
he even smiled contentedly.
If only the Queen had possessed
Lewis Glinert's delightful anthology,
77ze Jot;s o/ f7ebrew, she could have
saved herself a lot of phone calls. I
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would have been able to see that there
were not thousands of Jews with the
family name `Sholem,' though I would
not have been able to find out why the
tailor kept on calling me a "horror,"
although those who have known me in
more recent times might not be surprised

by the tailor's apparent

prescience.
All of this is to recognise that words

are never simple, but carry a great undercurrent of meaning.
Parents
bewailing the fact that their child might
not be able to say KcrcJdj.sfe for them are

grieving more than a mere loss of
words. Clearly, there is an implicit acknowledgement that something quite
basic and fundamental has been lost.
Every culture has its own particular
vocabulary. It can be used - consciously or unconsciously - to create
an ingroup and, therefore, an outgroup.
There is a disabling insecurity which
we feel when we do not "know the
language." It induces great levels of
anxiety. Rabbis, for example, know
how congregants can feel ashamed to
ask what a Hebrew word means. They
feel they sfeoff/d know what it means
and believe that everybody else does
know that it means - except for them.
Vocabulary bestows identity and
group consciousness, expressing collective identity and experience. AD

and CE both refer to the same period of
historical time -but which one we instinctively use speaks volumes about
where we situate ourselves, as does our
choice between `Old Testament' and
`Tenakh.' Referring to the day before
Sunday as `Shabbat' or `Saturday' indicates not merely how we regard /fecr/
day but the o/fee;- days of the week as
well. Vocabulary becomes a sort of
shorthand which we use because we
know that the one word will be understood and will not need masses of
explanation.
That is not always so. Jews seeking
therapy sometimes believe that going
to a Jewish counsellor or therapist will
save time - after all, surely the thera-

pist and I share a common, understood
vocabulary? Given the diversity of
Jewish experience and upbringing in
our time, however, \ve can no longer
automatically assume that the `emo-

tional charge' a word carries for one
will be the same for the other.
Lewis Glinert has chosen some 700
words which express, for him, something of the beauty of the Hebrew
language. He includes classical He-

brew words, as well as Yiddish and
modern Hebrew phrases. He covers the
vocabulary of the Jewish year and

week, of synagogue and liturgy, lifecycle. events, Jewish literature, ethics,
morals and modern Israeli life.
I don't know if it is simply coincidence that Glinert's title reminds one
of an earlier and similar, anthology Leo Rosten's 1968 "The Joys of Yiddish." Glinert's title enables a lot of`

modern Hebrew words and phrases to
be included.

He recognises how

Ashkenazi - and, therefore, Yiddish oriented it is. But have so few words
entered Jewish life from the Sephardi
world, from Ladino, Judaeo-Arabic or
any of the other Sephardi "dialects"?
Rosten's book almost seemed to be a
requiem for a dying language. Fifteen

years later, he brought out another anthology `Hooray for Yiddish' in which
he expressed gratified surprise at the
academic and spoken renaissance being enjoyed by Yiddish.
But imagine a similar anthology
called "The Joys of English", with entries on "Bank Holiday", "maypole",
"Pancake Day", "Armistice Sunday"
and "Hot Cross Buns". For whom
would we imagine it was designed?
The `word buff' who enjoys looking at
the origin and meaning of words? Possibly. Probably, though, we would
think it aimed at those learning English
as a second language and studying
English life.
In other words, a non-English-born
clientele who needs to know the basic
vocabulary of English life. But for #s.?
No. We're raised and educated here.
We know these things -they are part of
our culture, after all.
And that is the troubling issue behind anthologies like "the Joys of
Het)rew". The intended clientele is primarily Jewish. Just as English people
do not need an anthology to explain
Armistice Sunday, what is it saying
that we do need anthologies to explain
the basic vocabulary of Judaism and
Jewish life?
The production of these anthologies
indicates, unfortunately, a cultural im-

poverishment, a level of religious
deracination. This is not to pass judgement on anybody. That would be
hypocritical, for I have got such anthologies on my bookshelves, too. But
it is, rather, to lament a loss, to recognise what the existence of such
anthologies means.

I do not know when they began to
appear, but I would imagine only in the
last hundred years or so, the period
when, because of assimilation, Jews
began to lose the vocabulary which is
the very cement of identity, culture and
being. That these anthologies are pro-

duced is a sad commentary on something that has been lost or is on the way
to being lost. The Jew for whom this is
everyday vocabulary, by contrast,
won't need the anthology.
What, then, is our level of "Cultural
literacy", the name that has been given
to this shared vocabulary of, in our
case, Jewish life and experience?
Glinert's book could be a useful checklist - a vocabulary of basic words
which, if we knew them, would indicate
that
we
are
reasonably
well-anchored in our Jewish culture
and life.
In the 1920's, Franz Rosenzweig
was one of the influential figures behind the Frankfurt fcferfeaifs, an
institute for adults, usually quite assimilated, who could study Judaism
starting where they were. Today that is
a common enough feature of Jewish
community life -seventy years ago it
was almost revolutionary in concept.
Rosenzweig drafted a speech for the
opening of the LeferAa£/s. He spoke of
a new sort of Jewish learning, appropriate to the modern Jew. Most of us,
he asserted, come to Judaism from the
`outside', as it were. Our learning today "no longer starts from the rorcrfr
and leads into life, but the other way
around: from life, from a world that
knows nothing of the Law .... back to
the rorafe. That is the sign of the
time...There is no one today who is not
alienated, or who does not contain
within himself some small fraction of
alienation". In a March 1917 letter to

the leading Jewish philosopher of his
time, Hermann Cohen, he recognised
the power of vocabulary: "Language
and meaning are co-related .... we underestimate
the
link
between
Christianity and the German language
if we think that Jewish contents can be
clothed in German language owithout
admitting connotations foreign to
them". For `German' you can read
`English', or whatever the vernacular
of the country you live in. Tsedakcrfe '
is not the same as `charity', nor is
`/e///crfe ' the same as .prayer'.
To acquire a language, a vocabulary, is one of the ways bcrc4 J.# to an
identity. If reading Glinert's anthology, pleasantly and informatively
written, amusingly illustrated with examples, can be one of the aids to doing
that, then he has not wasted his time -

nor will we have wasted ours .
RABBI COLIN EIMER /.s o g/.c7d[/a/a c)/./Ae
Lorldon School o.I. Economics, Univel.sil.\i Chal~

Ienge

and

Leo

Baeck College.

Rat)bi

o:I.

Soiilhga[e Re.I.ol.in Synagogile. he lecltil.es in

Hebl.e\\' a[ Leo Baeck College and is \`'I.i(ing a
le.xlbook o.I. Hel)I.e\`. grammal..
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Hyam Maccoby
MISSION AND CONVERSION:
PROSELYTIZING IN THE
RELIGIOUS HISTORY OF THE

ROMANEMPIRE,byMg`rtim
Goodman Clarendon Press, Oxford
1994, ppl 94, £25.00 hb.
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Christianity

is

a

single

THEChurch IDEAL
embracing all human
OF
beings.
A
constant
feature
of
Christianity has therefore been its
mission to convert the whole world.
The fact that the Church itself divided
into warring factions has never
prevented the maintenance of this
overall aim. Only in very recent times
have Christians begun to see the
possibilities of pluralism.

The question to which Martin
Goodman addresses himself in his interesting and scholarly book is whether
this universalistic missionary aim has
been peculiar to Christianity, or can be
found in other religions deriving from
the Greco-Roman period - he refrains
from considering Eastern religions
such as Buddhism.
It is often assumed that Christianity
succeeded in becoming the official religion of the Roman Empire because it
had attractive features which enabled
it to defeat its competitors. But suppose there was, in fact, no competition,
because only Christianity aimed at
world domination? There were other
salvation-religions like Orphism and
Mithraism which made many converts.
Judaism accepted converts and may, at
certain periods, have attracted many of
them. But did either Judaism or salvation-religion, or, for that matter, pagan

polytheism or philosophy, actually institute missionary activity as a serious

outgoing effort?
Here Goodman makes some important distinctions. An aspiration towards
world-conversion in the distant future
as expressed by the Hebrew prophets,
can co-exist with complete lack of.missionary effort in the present. Further, a
campaign for uniformity of religion
within a given administrative area,
however large, as waged by certain
Roman emperors, is very different
from a universal mission. Also, propaganda exercises aimed at improving
the image of a religious community, or
even educational campaigns to pro-
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mote certain values prized by such a
community, are not to be confused with
the aim of drawing outsiders into the
community itself.
Goodman goes on to reconsider how
far Judaism was a missionary religion
in the period before 100 CE. He
chooses this date as a watershed because he claims it was about loo CE
that Jews ceased to hope for the resto-

ration of the Temple and therefore
began to think differently about the
relation between Jews and non-Jews.
The most commonly-held view,
which Goodman combats, is that Judaism in this early period was a
vigorously missionary religion which
actually succeeded in converting large
numbers of Gentiles to Judaism. Only
the victory of the Church and its consequent suppression of non-Christian
missionary activities turned Judaism
into a non-missionary religion. This
view has been supported by many
reputable scholars, including Emil
Schtirer, Marcel Simon, Menahem
Stern and Louts Feldman.
The evidence that has been adduced
for a missionary Judaism has been of
various kinds. Certain Jewish writings
in Greek have been regarded as missionary literature, like the writings of
Philo, Pseudo-Aristeas and some of the
Sibylline Oracles. Literary evidence of
extensive Jewish missionary activity
has been adduced - a passage in
Horace, certain passages in Josephus
and, best-known of all, the saying in
Matthew that the Pharisees "would encompass land and sea to make one

proselyte". The expulsion of the Jews
from Rome on two occasions has been
attributed to their missionary activities. Another line of argument has been
based on the statistics of Jewish population, whose rapid growth has been
regarded as explicable only on the hypothesis of mass conversions.
Goodman argues that none of this
evidence is convincing. The Jewish
writings in Greek, he maintains, were
written for Jewish readers, though an

occasional non-Jew may have read
them. Neither Horace nor Josephus
gives evidence of proselytization on a
wide scale. Even Matthew's reference
to the Pharisees as keen missionaries is
inconclusive since the word "proselyte" at this period may refer to a Jew
converted to Pharisaism, rather than to
a Gentile converted to Judaism. The
two expulsions of Jews from Rome can
be explained in other ways. Even the
undoubted Jewish population growth
can be explained as due to the unusually low Jewish infant mortality rate the outcome of Jewish aversion to infanticide and Jewish welfare provision
for the poor.
An analysis of Jewish literature, both
biblical and intertestamental, leads
Goodman to the conclusion that there
was no great impetus in the Jewish
tradition towards active missionary activity.

The

Bibleo

while

strictly

forbidding any idolatrous worship in
the Land of Israel, does not appear
much concerned about such worship in
other lands and even seems to condone
it at times. The Prophets look forward
to world-wide conversions at the End
of Days, but do not advocate an immediate missionary campaign.
Goodman concludes that only in
Christianity, and even there not invariably, was the genuine missionary aim
upheld. Some advocacy of missionary
aims does arise in Judaism at a rather
late stage like the Midrashic portrayal

of Abraham as a busy converter of
souls. But Goodman suggests that this
development was actually influenced
by Christianity. This later attitude coexisted
with
continuing
earlier
attitudes of tolerance towards paganism and also with the growing
conviction that Gentiles did not need
to be converted to Judaism because
they had their own God-given code,
the Noachide laws. In fact, one of
Goodman's main contentions is that
Judaism never had a consistent attitude
towards Gentiles, but only a "confused
ConfinLied on next page
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theology", combining in a contradictory way, toleration of idolatry,
demand for conversion of all Gentiles
and acceptance of a "God-fearing" status for Gentiles that fell short of full
conversion.
One part of Goodman's case is well
argued and convincing. This is his contention that there never was a campaign
to convert Gentiles to Judaism that can
be compared in intensity to the Christian missionary effort. Goodman
accepts that there were many conversions
both
to
Judaism
and
semi-Judaism but he shows that these
occurred through the initiative of Gentiles attracted by Judaism rather than
through Jewish effort. He also accepts
that the Jewish willingness to receive
converts into full Jewjshness, including Jewish nationality, was a unique

phenomenon in ancient religion, which
paved the way for the Christian concept of universal conversion. Yet
willingness to accept converts is very

different from the eagerness to go out
and capture souls that was characteristic of Christianity.
Goodman's attempts to display and
explain the historical background of
this Jewish missionary reluctance are
not satisfactory. One must question his
argument that the Hebrew Bible does
not even prohibit idol-worship to Gentiles outside the Land of Israel. He
bases this mainly on the verse, "And
lest thou lift up thine eyes unto heaven,
and when thou seest the sun, and the
moon, and the stars, even all the host
of heaven, thou be drawn away and
worship them, and serve them, which
the Lord thy God hath allotted unto all
the peoples under the whole heaven"
(Deut.

4:19

-

JPS

translation).

Goodman contends that the "literal"
meaning of this is that God has allotted
the "host of heaven" to the Gentiles for
worship. If this were correct, this verse
would certainly show a most relaxed
and tolerant attitude towards Gentile

idol-worship, far removed from any
missionary ambition. But is this in fact
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the "literal" meaning of this verse?
Surely if God has allotted the heavenly
host to "all the peoples under the whole
heaven", this must include the Jews,

and therefore cannot be for the purpose of worship, but rather - as in the
rabbinic interpretation - for the purpose of giving light.
Goodman's reading of this verse, in-

deed, is familiar from other sources.
The New English Bible gives the translation: "The Lord your God assigned
these for the worship of the various
peoples under heaven." It is significant
that this translation includes the words,
not in the Hebrew, "for the worship
of", changes "all" to "various" and substitutes "under heaven" for "under the
whole heaven". A translation that im-

ports and omits words in this way can
hardly be called "literal". Such a translation can best be explained as part of a
campaign by certain Christian scholars
to demonstrate that true universalist
monotheism entered the world only
with Christianity.
Job, whom the Bible portrays unmistakeably as a non-Jew, says that if
he had allowed his heart to be enticed
by worship of the sun or moon, he
would have deserved his punishment
(Job 31:26-28). Why so, if God has
"allotted" the heavenly bodies to the

Gentiles for worship? Goodman's feeble answer is that Job, at this point, has
slipped into being regarded as a Jew.
Misunderstandings such as this, I
believe, have led Goodman to his assertion that Judaism shows a "confused
theology" in relation to Gentiles. A further example is his contention that
there is a "contradiction" between the
Jewish attitude of welcoming converts
and the Jewish belief that Gentiles do
not need to become converts. Here
Goodman fails to take into account an
important aspect, that Judaism regards
the Jews as a priest-nation. This can be
amply documented from both Biblical
and rabbinic texts. This means that if a
Gentile becomes a Jew he is not
thereby saving his soul, as in Christian

conversion, but adopting a vocation.
An obvious analogy can be found in
the priesthood of the Catholic Church,
where someone who wishes to become
a priest is encouraged to do so, while
those without priestly vocation are no
less good Christians. Judaism, by virtue of its ethical monotheism, is a
universal religion. But it is not a universal Church, since its rorczfe contains,
in addition to universal ethical princi-

ples and prescriptions, a special code
of holiness intended only for a dedicated nation, the Jews, who include, of
course, those who, by conversion, voluntarily elect to be Jews. In this pattern,
it was never intended that all mankind
should become Jews, and this is not
envisaged even in the eschatological

predictions of the prophets, contrary to
what Goodman says.
Jewish pluralism explains why Judaism's attitude to conversion has always
been so much more relaxed than that
of Christianity. It might be thought,
however, that Judaism would have put
more ef`fort into converting the world
to ethical monotheism, if not to Judaism itself. Why no campaigns to

persuade Gentiles to be Noachides?
The answer seems to be that Judaism,
as a religion, is concerned with everyday behaviour, rather than with
"salvation", defined as a transforma-

tion of a human psyche by which the
human dilemma is transcended. Those
who see the solution to human evil in a
hard struggle to master a moral code
are never confident enough of their
own moral progress to take easily to
the role of gurus for mankind I
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TOWARD A GRAMMAR OF
BIBLICAL POETICS
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re#c!cfe, the Hebrew Bible, I wonder
how yet another author or scholar can
find something new, challenging or

provocative to write about the subject.
I should not be surprised, because,
simply seen as literature, the Bible is
the treasured library of a religious
civilisation spanning over a thousand

years of composition, containing books
of different style and content. The
richness of the Biblical materials
provides endless possibilities for new
interpretations.

The four books under review here,
each excellent in its own way, reflect
different approaches. Three are the
work of skilled and experienced Biblical scholars, one Jewish, two Christian,

and the fourth is the labour of love of a
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literary techniques he has uncovered.
The first two chapters, erudite, witty
and from time to time quite caustic,

offer a more systematic approach to
gifted Jewish amateur, though there is
nothing amateurish in his work.
Dr Chanan Brichto is Professor of
Bible at Hebrew Union College Jewish
Institute of Religion. His surname will

be familiar to readers of MANNA as
he is the elder brother of Rabbi Dr.
Sidney Brichto. With his book `Toward a Grammar of Biblical Poetics'
he joins a distinguished group of Bible
scholars and literary critics who have
brought the insights of modern literary
criticism to the study of the Hebrew
Bible. While many of the groundbreaking works in this new direction
consisted of the close-reading of particular Bible texts, the discipline has
moved on so fast that there are now
attempts to formalise the findings into
more systematic works.
It is impossible to do justice to this

remarkable and ambitious book, the
first of a promised series, in the space
available. It is precisely what the title

promises, a start at creating a
grammar, one that will enable us to
understand in a more systematic way
the literary techniques of the biblical
authors. Hence the second part of the
book, probably the most accessible to
the non-specialist, consists of analyses
of stories of particular prophets - Moses and the story of the golden calf,
Elijah, Elisha and Jonah. Surprisingly,
he does not seem to know my own
work on that book which is very similar in approach and conclusions. Each
of these chapters ends with a `poetica]
review' in which he briefly notes the

literary techniques and address various

problems of interpretation. How do
you classify biblical material and what
kinds of classification help clarify a

particular passage? Or do they merely
give it a label that has no meaning?
What outside factors and prejudices
colour our views of the texts we interpret? What are the literary techniques
of the writers that have been overlooked because of the limits imposed
by the philological or historical ap-

proaches of biblical scholars? How far
have we fallen into a trap by speaking
of a `scientific' approach to the Bible,
confusing an art with a science, and
giving inappropriate authority to limited kinds of methodology?
Professor Brichto is not shy about
the polemic in his writing. As someorte
interested in the `literary approach', or
as he prefers it, `poetics', he is aware
of a lack of sympathy, or even
hostility, from colleagues who are `antiquarian philologists' or steeped in the
more conventional `scientific Bible
study'. This concern adds a certain ur-

gency and toughness to his argument
which is conducted throughout in a fine
literary style of his own. I hope I am
not overstating the case in suggesting
that he is actually of.fering a challenging reflection on our concepts of truth
and values and the conventionality, or
laziness of so much of our thinking,
especially when we enter the realms of
Bible study, clouded as this is by theological apologetics on one side or
quasi-scientific rationality on the other.
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This is a rewarding book for the bib]ical scholar and intelligent lay person
alike. But the reader has to be prepared
to savour it slowly and enjoy the richness of detail.
The briefest, but in some ways the
most
revolutionary
volume
is
`The Leopard's Spots' by Professor

Friedemann Golka, currently based at
the University of oldenburg, who also
has to his credit an excellent book on
Jonah. The issue he tackles here seems
at first glance to be an internal quarrel
with biblical specialists. For almost a
century scholars have assumed that
there were `schools' in Israel from the
early years of the Israelite monarchy
and that the teachers were a `class of

wise men' who were responsible for
coining the materials contained in the
Book of Proverbs. Like so many such
theories, for which there is no direct
evidence in the Hebrew Bible itself,
they were repeated by generation after
generation of scholars without ever being questioned. So it is always a
pleasure when someone like Professor
Golka, with an iconoclastic eye and a
rigorous methodology, has a go at such
scholarly consensus.
In this case he has made a study of
African folk proverbs that derive from
the people and found remarkable parallels in ideas and expression to the
biblical proverbs. Part of the fun of the
book is discovering the African imagery,
especially in those proverbs that reflect

popular views of the powers that be: Do
not open the mouth of a roaring bul]';
`A chief has ears like those of an elephant'. On the temptations of high
office: `Once a baboon has tasted
honey it does not touch earth again!'
On nepotism: `The turtle cannot climb
up on a stump, someone has to put it
there'. Professor Golka points out any
number of similarities between these
kinds of Proverbs and those in the Bible. These suggest that the biblical ones,
too, derive from the world of the common people, not from an educated class
of teachers. Only at a later period,
within Court circles, were these folk
proverbs gathered into the collections
that appear in the Bible, alongside more
developed `wisdom' thinking of the kind
that we find in Job and Ecclesiastes.
Nevertheless there is one significant
difference between the Bjblica] proverbs and the comprehensive collection

of African ones that Professor Golka
has gathered. Whereas they are very
similar in their treatment of most aspects of life, the biblical ones are far
more developed in their exploration of
religious themes.
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When we think of the authors of the
Bible, we tend to think of Priests and
Prophets or people in some high ranking place within the social hierarchy.
But there is evidence of an important
contribution from the commonsense
wisdom of ordinary people. It suggests
that we should take a much sharper
look at biblical books like Proverbs
that are very much neglected.
Dr Jeffrey Boss's book on the Creation story in Genesis is in some ways
the most accessible of these volumes.
He approaches the Bible with a background in medical research -I can only
tip my hat to someone who can produce an article under the title: `The
contribution of the Chromosomes to
the Telophase Nucleus in Cultures of
Fibroblasts of the Adult Crested Newt
Trituri,is Cristatus Carnifex.l. But a.s
well as his interest in the history of
medicine, he has long been engaged in
Jewish studies, researching and leading classes in his local congregation.
He attended the sfe!.i!r on the weekly
Torah portion at the Leo Baeck College over a period of time and I invited
him to lead it on a number of occasions. Some of the material in his book,
`Becoming Ourselves: Meanings in the

part of a Biblical world view that recognises a divinely willed order that
links heaven and earth in a harmonious
relationship. This is a view common in
the Ancient Near East, but many of its
ramifications become lost in the Hebrew Bible - partly because of the
emphasis on God's specific covenant
with Israel and partly because of the
directions taken by theological
interpretations of the Hebrew Bible,
particularly in the main Christian
churches. By a rigorous study of pro-

phetic and other texts, Fr. Murray
teases out the evidence of this broader
view and analyses how Israel, through
its ritual, sought to preserve the cosmic
covenant and the ideal of cosmic harmony between human beings and the
animal world.
There is always a risk in such speculations that evidence will be selectively

produced to prove what one wishes,
but Fr. Murray is too scrupulous and
too self-critical - this book is the fruit
of almost twenty years of reflection
and testing out -to cheat. He concludes
with a chapter exploring the implication of his finding and ends with a
direct message:
When the Bible's teaching on

Creation Story', was first presented in

God's creation and our place in it is

that forum.

duly digested, I believe that it cries

Dr Boss approaches the first eleven
chapters of Genesis with the kind of
detailed observation and careful analysis that are so essential for empirical
scientific work. He leads the reader
into the problems of the language, the
oddities in the text, but above all the
structures and balance within the narratives that hold them together. He is at
home in the world of Biblical scholarship as well as traditional Jewish
sources but his interests range far
wider. He can draw out the psychological background of stories like the
clash between Cain and Abel and ex-

plore the broad universal sweep of the
Genesis account as a whole. This is a
rich book which will force the reader
to re-examine any number of presuppositions about the Hebrew Bible.
In a way Dr Boss's approach com-

plements that of Fr. Robert Murray, a
Jesuit who has taught Bible and Theology at Heythrop College in London
since 1963. An authority on Syriac lit-

erature, he taught Aramaic at Leo
Baeck College for a number of years
and has long been deeply committed to
Jewish-Christian

dialogue.

In

his

ground-breaking study `the Cosmic
Covenant', he is also interested in the
Creation story in Genesis, but sees it in
a far broader context. He considers it

out to us `you are brothers and sisters of every other human being, and
fellow-creatures of everything else
in the cosmos; you have no right to
exploit or destroy, but you have duties to all, under God to whom you
are responsible'.

All four of these books are works by
committed and intelligent scholars and
all move from a starting point in some
specific kind of Biblical interpretation
to a wider human vision, religious in
the broadest sense. What fascinates is

the amount of convergence between
them, given that they come from such
different starting points. To use an
overworked term, they all attempt to
be `holistic', bringing a much broader
perspective to the texts than has been
common
in
much
of Biblical
scholarship. All four writers, whether
imp]icit]y or explicitly, are conscious

of consequences for today's thought
from the materials they study, be it in
our awareness of our responsibility for
the natural environment on a global
scale or our private environment on a
personal and moral level .
RABBI DR. JONATHAN MAGONET i.s
Principal o.I. Leo Baeck College. His mosl I.eccn/ booA.,
A Rabbi Reads the Psalms, /.s

published by SCM PI.ess.
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A::ng!::ro:n:df:so:dEJbe:To::B::]sTfl:::
all the fervour of a discovery.
Education.
As a nostrum, it is as old as needles
in Chinese medicine.
And contrary to needles, jt has never

worked. No matter how many new millions are poured out, nor how many
innovative programmes are pulled in,
education as a cure for assimilation that camouflage word for giving up
Judaism - is as useful as a square
wheel.

For this reason. Education at best
inculcates knowledge oboz/f Judaism.

About prayer, about the festivals,
about Torah, about the Talmud - if it
ever gets that far.
Only practice will ensure the survival of Judaism.
The sophisticated teaching in our
secular schools about the world's reli-

gions, be it Hinduism, Judaism,
Mohammedanism, or Christianity, will
not make one kid into a Muslim, Sikh,
Jew or Christian.
No amount of intellectual knowledge

about the sfeo/ar or the four questions
will stop one young man or woman in
their tracks towards an inter-marriage.

Sg:::e:::Tath¥os:]i:fo:nad:d:::e;:::
peep behind the mecfez.fzc!fe - barrier -

table?
They mightjust understand about not
eating hamburgers and ham sandwiches. But could they ever follow,
with any sympathy, an argument about
real or soya milk in after-dinner coffee?
Or the tearing of loo paper on S:fe¢bbar/?
Years at cfeec7cr without committed
home practice and generous helpings
of adult education, have never stopped
one Jew joining the stampede out of
the community.
Not education but the conversion of
Jews, from toddlers to prime-of-lifers,
has any hope of keeping them Jewish.

•*
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where women are herded in orthodoxy.
It was hailed as historic, groundbreaking and every other clich6 in the
sound-biters thesaurus.
Has one woman since been allowed
on to just one United Synagogue bj.mah? Ha.s one women.s Shabbat
"j.#);o# been permitted to come into
any United Synagogue building? Or
one scroll been used in any of the services sanctioned by Chief Rabbi Sacks?
Sony. I only asked.

#
AV:]rc:¥:n#Tk]:o:wr:?Eohnyf:o[rN::
years in Israel because he refuses to
grant his wife a divorce.
Because, I explain, rabbinic courts
can lock up a man for the rest of his life
without his consent, but they refuse to
end his marriage without his consent.
As I speak, the absurdity of it strikes
me dumb. How can I explain that to my

friend?
And how do I explain the silence of
the Progressive Movement in the face
of this blasphemous bond between in-

justice and absurdity?
Would we not stand up for Judaism
and the principles of the massive ma-

jority of the Jewish people if we did
shout out in protest?

•,:+

Just one question will make them

ponder their future: How will the proposed partner take to every Friday night
at home, take to Kiddush and Motzi?
Would they ever be able to join in
be#sA;.#g or the most simple of zemz.ro£
-table songs - around the Friday night

them more publicity than did the Jewish community.

ZO,OOO leaflets, the Jews for

descended
on the south
WTH Alesus
SNOW
STORM
OF

coast. And sent the Jewish community
into a flat spin.
If doubting, indifferent and secular
Jews will not buy the light and easily
digestible doctrines of mainstream
synagogues, why does anyone think
they will fall for the ballast of Christians with a hang-up about that
honourable label?
In the event, experts, those venerated and expensive folk who know all
about trees but cannot see the wood,
were hastily drafted from London, Birmingham and other compass points.
Large counter-adverts were published
in the local papers. With the result that
for weeks on end Messianic Jews had
more exposure on prime and fringetime radio and TV than they have had
for years. The giants of the PR and
advertising industry could not have got

ith luxuriant beard and dangling

IE 21-YEAR-OLD
ayot - side locksSTUDENT,
- has sat in
bleak ycsfez.v¢fe classrooms in England,

Israel and Australia for the past five
years. And wants to go on doing nothing
else for the next 50.
To fulfil the mz./zvoJ and complete
his happiness, he needs one more thing.
A wife.
Never mind that during his 18-hour
day he meets no girls, and earns neither

cash nor cheque. IVo pr#b/e", as they
say in the new yesfez.vcz¢ lingo.

Mama flies across three oceans,
touches down in London, speaks to a
friend or two, flies on to Jerusalem.
There she hauls her willing son out
of Yeshivah on to the next plane to
Manchester. A meeting takes place.
The young man comes back with
both thumbs pointing in the same direction as his pej;of - downwards.

No prublem. The shidduch rictwork
clicks into action once more - Nynex,
Mercury and British Te]ecom have finally elbowed the live

sfeczdc¢cr#,

matchmaker, out of ultra-orthodox life.
Three days later, on his 22nd birthday, the young man meets the 19-

year-old. Duly watched, they meet
again the following night, and the night
after that. And two days later he lifts
his mama off her tenterhooks. Rachel
is the girl for him.
The two mothers find out that as
little girls they lived across the road
from each other in Gateshead and thank
fJasfee", the Lord, for the final proof
that this Srfeidditch is made in heaven.
The bride's family, like the bride-

groom's, have no money. How the
young couple, who plan to produce a
child a year for the next 20 or more
years, will eat and pay their rent, is a
pr!/b/em. At the time of writing, the
solution is the subject of an inter-parental conference.
That does not stop Nynex, British
Telecom and Mercury buzzing with
A4crze/ rous across three continents. Nor
does it alter the one total certainty.
A Manchester wedding is fixed for
February. And I shall be dancing at it -

with pej/o/ as partners|
Rabbi William Wolff 7.s in/.#7.s/a.;. q/./Ae B;./.gA/o#
and Hove PI.c)gressive Synagoglle. He pi.evioiisly

served al Thames Valley, Reading. in Millon
Keynes. New.caslle-tipon-T+Ine. and w.as assislan[
[o Rabbi Hiigo Gl..vn a[ Ihe Wesl London S.vnagogiie. Upper Berkeley SII.eel.
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The Manor House
Society

The Manor House Society is an ambitious cultural venture. Its aim is to bring a wide range
of Jewish cultural and intellectual events of a high level within easy reach of a large
audience. Regular activities include concerts, debates, exhibitions, drama, seminars and
lectures.
Membership of the Society gives easy access to the many amenities of the Sternberg Centre for
Judaism, the largest Jewish centre in Europe. These facilities include a bookshop, library, cafeteria,
extensive grounds and tennis courts. Membership also brings advance information about events,
priority booking and ticket discounts and automatic subscription to MAMA. Membership can be
on either an individual or family basis.

Subscriptions are modest. The rates for 1994 are:
Single membership

£20.50

Family membership

£32.50

Senior citizen/student single

£16.75

Senior citizen-family

£23.75

Existing subscribers to MAMA may deduct the unexpired portion of their subscription from the
Manor House Society subscription.
Details and application forms from Pain Lewis at the Sternberg Centre

FOF`THCOM]NG EVENTS
6th February-15th March 1995
Literary Portraits -an exhibition of photographs by Mark Gerson FBIPP

Sunday 26 February 1995 -8.00 pin
A programme of Mendelssohn quartets and quintets with
the Schidlof String Quartet and Manny Hurwitz

Sunday 12th March 1995 -2.30 pin
Ninth Annual Chess Simul with Chess Master Jonathan Speelman

22nd March -13th April 1995
Six Artists from Bosnia

Thursday 30th March 1995 -6.30 pin
Private View of Six Artists from Bosnia with Ladino Songs from the Balkans by Clara Barouch,
followed by a Panel Discussion on the emotional, cultural and political implications for asylum seekers

Thursday 6th April 1995 -8.00 pin
Sound Off About Israel -Annual Public Speaking Competition for Students
LUNCHTIME RECITALS
Thursdays,i.15 pin
Spring 1995 Series: 19 January, 2 February,16 February, 2 March and 23 March

ART COURSES
Ten week daytime courses from loth January - 14th March 1995
Tuesdays 10.00 am -12.30 pin and 1.30 pin -4.00 pin
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